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As RAND Arroyo Center’s annual report for

2003 goes to press, the Army is in the

midst of rotating its second contingent of

forces into Iraq and Afghanistan—while it continues

to send smaller units to Bosnia and Kosovo. That

stark reality underscores an all-too-obvious fact: the

Army is at war and appears likely to remain so for

some years to come. The reversal of previously nor-

mal circumstances could hardly be more dramatic.

Since the end of the Vietnam War, the Army’s nor-

mal state was peace, from which it occasionally 

ventured into conflicts that did not last very long.

Now the Army has been at war since it invaded

Afghanistan; it is in constant motion, with the 

outbreak of peace nowhere in sight. Indeed, such

are the uncertainties of this war that the Army

could well find itself fighting in some other as-yet-

unknown location in the years ahead. The Chief of

Staff believes that the Army will remain at war for

at least a decade.

The new circumstances make absolutely clear

the need for the Army to adopt an expeditionary

mindset. The Army must adapt to being constantly

on the move and find ways to manage the turbu-

lence, tempo, and training challenges inherent in

this situation. It must be prepared to deploy glob-

ally; who would have imagined three years ago a

war for Afghanistan and an Army presence there

today? Finally, it must be able to shift rapidly from

major combat operations to counterinsurgency to

peacekeeping and humanitarian relief missions. 

In this annual report, we highlight RAND

Arroyo Center’s efforts to help the Army become an

expeditionary force. With the traditional strength of

federally funded research and development centers

like Arroyo, we have drawn on our long-term, stable

lines of research to move quickly to understand

change—even changes as dramatic as those the

Army has recently experienced.

There is no better exam-

ple of this approach to help-

ing the Army than our work

on what has become a dominant challenge: rotating

Army forces through places like Afghanistan and

Iraq. Arroyo has long maintained expertise on the

Army’s personnel system and hence was asked to

help the service understand the turbulence sur-

rounding the deployment of U.S.-based brigades to

Bosnia starting in 1998. Out of that work we devel-

oped a more extensive series of studies on tempo,

turbulence, and rotational force management to

support the Army during the Quadrennial Defense

Review of 2001. Current deployments to Iraq, of

course, dwarf all previous rotations. Accordingly, 

for FY2004 we have a major project on how to deal

with large rotations over the long term. And we

continue to support the Army’s unit stabilization

task force as it works to keep individuals in units

and on posts far longer than in the past.

Longstanding familiarity with the Army’s force

structure has helped Arroyo understand the struc-

tural implications of a global war on terrorism. The

results of that research, reported in our second essay,

highlight the need for the Army to retain a broadly

diverse force structure while seeking to make its

medium and light forces more responsive and hard-

hitting. Arroyo has also sought to point out the

structural implications of homeland defense.

Although many would like to turn this challenge

over to the National Guard, Arroyo’s analysis sug-

gests that the Guard is neither fast nor large enough

to handle all contingencies, although it clearly has a

role in many. Hence the active Army will probably

carry some portion of that burden. At a minimum,

it needs to incorporate homeland defense into its

planning, particularly for large-scale incidents.

Nowhere has the need for an expeditionary

mindset been felt more acutely than in the logistics
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community. In the 1990s, Arroyo’s logistics experts

worked closely with Army logisticians to replace the

Cold War model of having huge stockpiles on hand

“just in case” with distribution-based logistics and

support from afar. But even more must be done 

to give national leaders the agile, flexible support

forces demanded by today’s uncertain environment.

The third essay describes Arroyo’s work on devel-

oping modular approaches to support as a way of

reducing what the Army needs to take with it for 

a given phase of an operation. It also addresses sys-

temic ways of driving down the demand for sup-

port, to include fielding more reliable equipment

that requires less maintenance, and designing more

efficient organizations that can deliver the same

level of support with fewer people. And it describes

ways that the Army can deploy its forces faster.

The next essay details Arroyo’s work in another

area crucial to an expeditionary Army: the need to

work with the forces of friends and allies. These

countries are, if anything, more important to the

nation than ever. They provide an indispensable

range of help, from overflight rights, to intelligence,

to combat forces. But with this important assistance

come challenges. The technological sophistication 

of U.S. forces makes it difficult to operate with 

and provide support to armies that have less mod-

ern equipment, and as the Army moves toward

fielding the Future Combat Systems, this disparity

will only grow. This essay outlines the challenges

and describes ways to overcome them. 

The Army’s increasing dependence on net-

worked communications is well known. The final

essay chronicles Arroyo’s involvement in helping 

the Army identify and deal with the complex prob-

lems associated with establishing mobile networks

in distant theaters. The operational advantages of

networked forces appear to be very great indeed:

witness the rapid movement of Army and Marine

Corps forces into Iraq in March and April of last

year. But the challenges these networks pose are

equally great. How do forces sustain long-range

communications in far-flung theaters that lack

infrastructure? What kind of bandwidth do they

need to provide the full range of network services?

And if that bandwidth cannot be obtained, how do

they manage available bandwidth to best advantage?

Arroyo has helped the Army answer these and

related questions, and continues to do so. 

A year ago, it would have been difficult to pre-

dict the scope and nature of the Army’s involvement

in Iraq. It is equally difficult to forecast the situation

a year from now. But what will remain constant is

the Army’s need to be expeditionary. Arroyo takes

pride in the help it has given so far and looks forward

to helping the Army work through the many diffi-

cult problems as it continues its transformation.  ■
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The Beginning: 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The origins of RAND Arroyo Center trace

back several years before its founding in

1982. Discussions about the Army’s need 

for an external analysis agency had been going on

since the mid-1970s among various members of the

Army Staff, notably Lieutenant General Edward

Meyer, then Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations,

Dr. Walter La Berge, the Under Secretary of the

Army, and Major General Maxwell Thurman, then

head of the Army’s Program Analysis office and

familiar with the support RAND’s Project AIR

FORCE gave that service. Meyer became Chief of

Staff in 1979, and in 1981 Thurman became the

Army’s Vice Chief. Along with James R. Ambrose,

who became the Army’s Under Secretary in 1981,

they started the process that brought the Arroyo

Center into being. All were familiar with the rela-

tionship between the U.S. Air Force and Project 

AIR FORCE at RAND and thought it would be 

a good model for the Army—an organization

equipped with a range of analytic skills that could

do independent and objective research on major

Army issues. Credibility of research findings was

crucial, and for that reason they concluded that the

organization had to stand outside the Army. Hence

they chose the management structure of Project 

AIR FORCE, namely that of a federal contract

research center (later called a federally funded

research and development center, or “FFRDC”).

The Army initially chose to locate its new

analysis center at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL), in the Arroyo Seco (literally, “dry river bed”)

just north of Pasadena, California. JPL had been

founded as an Army laboratory. Although it had

been transferred to the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration when that agency was formed

in response to the Soviet launch of Sputnik, the

Army maintained a contract with the organization

that could be readily expanded to include the 

new analysis center. Meanwhile, Mr. Ambrose’s 

earlier experience in the aerospace field had made

him familiar with JPL and its managing officials.

Accordingly, an official from the Army Study Pro-

gram Management Office approached the Califor-

nia Institute of Technology, which managed JPL 

for NASA, about establishing an analysis center 

patterned after Project AIR FORCE. This center

was to be a high-quality, interdisciplinary research

and analysis organization that would help the 

U.S. Army study long-range issues important to 

its civilian and military leadership. 

JPL formed a study group to consider the

Army’s request in May 1982. A series of discussions

between Army officials, including Mr. Ambrose and

Walter Hollis, the Deputy Under Secretary of the

Army for Operations Research, and JPL and Cal-

tech officials took place over the summer. The Cal-

tech Board of Trustees approved the concept, and

JPL appointed Dr. Martin Goldsmith as manager

for what was initially called the Army Analysis Pro-

gram. The new organization submitted its first

annual operating plan to the Army’s Study Program

Management Office in September 1982. The plan

addressed the proposed work for fiscal year 1983,

which principally entailed organization and pro-

gram definition but also authorized some limited

substantive work. That document, coupled with the

transfer of $200,000 to JPL, marked the beginning

of what would come to be known as the Arroyo

Center. In October, a committee under former JPL

director William Pickering was assembled to estab-

lish a charter and mode of operation for the Army

Analysis Program. In May 1983 the name was

changed to the Arroyo Center, and the organization

began reporting directly to the Director of JPL. The

first director of the Arroyo Center, Richard A.

Montgomery, was hired in September 1983, replac-

ing Martin Goldsmith.
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From Arroyo Seco to Ocean Avenue

The Army’s analytical goals and the philosophy of

JPL’s managing body, the California Institute of

Technology, did not mesh well. Many Caltech fac-

ulty members believed that the new organization’s

policy focus was inappropriate for Caltech, whose

expertise was primarily in technical fields. In spite

of efforts on the part of Arroyo Center and Caltech’s

leadership to allay such concerns, the faculty voted

in January 1984 to have the university divest itself

of the Arroyo Center. Army officials considered a

number of alternative homes for the center, each

deemed to have the requisite experience in operat-

ing an interdisciplinary research group. These

included SRI International, the New Mexico State

University Physical Science Laboratory, the Aero-

space Corporation, and, of course, the RAND Cor-

poration. In September 1984, the U.S. Army Chief

of Staff decided to transfer the Arroyo Center to 

RAND, and on February 1, 1985, the Arroyo Cen-

ter facility at JPL closed its doors. During its tenure

at JPL, the Arroyo Center published 27 reports on

topics ranging from U.S. policy toward Latin Amer-

ica to the military uses of infrared sensors. 

From a research perspective, the transition to

RAND was relatively seamless. A handful of the 

25 Arroyo researchers transferred from JPL to

RAND, bringing with them three Army-approved

research projects: Lessons Learned in the Field,

Fault Lines in the Warsaw Pact, and Projection of

Soviet Forces. Those three projects, coupled with

five additional ones developed by the RAND staff,

constituted the proposed research plan for 1985

that was presented to the Arroyo Center Policy

Committee, the body formed by the Army leader-

ship to oversee the Arroyo Center’s research agenda.

At the time, the committee had five members: the

Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, the Assistant Secre-

tary of the Army (Research, Development and

Acquisition), the Commanding General of U.S.

Army Training and Doctrine Command, the Com-

manding General of Army Materiel Command, and

the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations. The Execu-

tive Agent for the Arroyo Center was the Director

of the Study Program Management Office. 

The Early RAND Years 

That first research agenda developed at RAND

understandably reflected key Cold War concerns,

notably how best to defend Europe against attack

by Warsaw Pact forces. Yet it included the begin-

nings of research streams that continue to the pres-

ent. One of the initial logistics projects, for

example, employed the RAND Dyna-METRIC

model, developed to analyze the movement of spare

parts in Air Force maintenance systems, to help the

Army find better ways to manage its spare parts.

This work eventually grew into the Velocity Man-

agement project, which expanded the focus from

spare parts to the entire supply and maintenance

system and contributed to major changes in how
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the Army carries out its logistics. This particular

project also illustrates the benefit of locating the

Arroyo Center at RAND, where Army researchers

could take advantage of the experience of their col-

leagues in Project AIR FORCE as well as in

RAND’s growing number of other research centers.

A second major stream of research appears in

the work done at the Army’s National Training Center

(NTC) at Fort Irwin, California. One of the first

questions the Army asked Arroyo was whether sci-

entifically valid quantitative research could be done

in the field setting. The National Training Center

collects an enormous amount of data on the mock

battles fought there, but it was not clear whether

that information would support valid research find-

ings. Some early work indicated that it could, but

also that structured observations in the form of

questionnaires from the observer-controllers, who

accompany the units training there, could provide

information not available from routine data collec-

tion. These techniques have been in use at the

National Training Center ever since, and Arroyo

Center researchers working there today employ the

techniques developed in these early years. 

The Post–Cold War Years

Even before the Berlin Wall came down, Arroyo

Center researchers began helping the Army think

about a future in which the main focus was not

armored warfare on the plains of Europe. With

forces of change clearly at work in the Soviet Union,

anticipating what it might look like in five or ten

years became important, and Arroyo researchers

turned to such topics as contemporary events in the

Soviet Union and the effect of Mikhail Gorbachev’s

policies on the political scene. The withdrawal of

the Soviet army and the reunification of Germany

meant that the Army needed a new strategy to

defend Europe. The Arroyo Center helped Army

planners think about new strategies for Europe

while also focusing on new emerging national secu-

rity needs that would require Army forces. Mean-

while, Arroyo’s manpower experts helped the Army

manage a near–40 percent reduction in strength

that began in 1992. 

But it was also clear that the United States 

was destined to play a much different global role, so

the Arroyo Center broadened its focus to take in

other arenas and types of conflict, including con-

flicts in the Third World. Some saw Operation Just

Cause, which drove the Noriega regime from power

in Panama, as a harbinger of other regional contin-

gencies, and Arroyo Center researchers analyzed 

that operation to determine what it might imply 

for supporting similar operations. Operations other

than war (OOTW) had always been in the Army’s

repertoire, but following the Cold War they

assumed a new importance; indeed, some saw them

as the Army’s primary role and argued for a drasti-

cally revamped force structure to deal with them.

While recommending against that approach, Arroyo

Center researchers nonetheless explored the ramifi-

cations of OOTW, particularly their effect on pre-

paredness for traditional military missions.

As the post–Cold War decade wore on, the

Arroyo Center devoted considerable effort to help-

ing the Army resolve two persistent dilemmas. One

was created by small but repetitive deployments that

seemed to have a disproportionately large effect on

the Army’s operating tempo and readiness. Arroyo

Center research helped the Army understand the

complex effects of small deployments and how they

might best be managed. The second dilemma was

created by what some have called the “barbell”

shape of U.S. forces: very capable but heavy forces

unable to deploy quickly, and agile light forces able

to get to the area of conflict rapidly but lacking

punch and staying power. Well before the Army

launched its ambitious “transformation” effort in
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the fall of 1999, Arroyo had begun to suggest ways

for the Army to make the light forces more effective

without robbing them of their agility.

Arroyo Today

With “Army Transformation” now well under way,

Arroyo Center analysts continue to seek ways to

help the Army understand and manage the dramatic

change this process entails. They have worked with

the Army’s logisticians, for example, to transform

the Army’s complex combat service support capabil-

ities. They are using high-resolution simulation

capabilities developed over many years to assess

alternative technologies for the Army’s future forces.

And they continue to work on long-term challenges:

recruiting, improving business practices, pursuing

joint operations more effectively, and so forth.

For the nation as a whole, and certainly for 

the Army as well, the world changed on Septem-

ber 11, 2001: for the first time in half a century, 

the United States suffered an attack on its home

ground, launched not by a nation but by an elusive

and murky foe. The nation’s initial response, the

destruction of the Taliban regime and the scattering

of the remains of al Qaeda, is a matter of history.

But the threat has not and in all likelihood will not

go away for the foreseeable future. Thus, the task

facing RAND Arroyo Center is to help the Army

come to grips with what might arguably be charac-

terized as the most demanding period of its history.

It is in the middle of fighting a new type of war on

global terrorism. Afghanistan represented only one

form this new type of conflict could assume. So 

the Army must simultaneously fight the war, divine

what other forms it might take, and prepare for

those as well. It is also still actively engaged in sev-

eral peacekeeping operations that do not appear

likely to end anytime soon. 

While the global war on terrorism continues,

the war in Iraq has taken center stage and in doing

so has spawned a whole host of research issues. 

The combat phase is receiving its due share of ana-

lytic attention, but many other issues clamor for

analysis. The Army has taken more casualties try-

ing to stabilize the country than it did in defeating

the Iraqi army. The need for a continuing presence

is causing Arroyo to revisit its research on turbu-

lence and turnover and on basing and manning.

The heavy use of reserve components underscores

the need to reexamine the balance between the

components. And of course the intense combat

operations have not slowed the Army’s efforts to

transform itself from an armor-heavy Cold War force

to a much lighter, more agile, and more techno-

logically sophisticated one that still retains the abil-

ity to take on tank-heavy forces. Any one of these

challenges would be formidable. In combination,

they could be overwhelming, and they demand the

best efforts of the Army and the Arroyo Center to

meet them.

The Army’s need for first-rate research has never

been greater. Over the past two decades, RAND

Arroyo Center has recruited the research staff, devel-

oped the analytic tools, and created the research

capital to meet this need, and it looks forward to

many more years of helping the Army serve the

nation. ■
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The Army is on the move—constantly. It must move soldiers from overseas bases 

to those in the United States as they complete their assignments, and it must send

other soldiers overseas to replace them. Soldiers move to go to school or to meet

other Army needs such as serving as recruiters or drill sergeants. And entire units move to

meet operational commitments, such as the peacekeeping commitments in Bosnia and the

Sinai, combat in Iraq, or training at the Army’s combat training centers. Such movements

are probably an inevitable consequence of the nation’s global interests and influence. But

moving soldiers around the globe, whether individually or in units, is expensive, can lower

readiness, and can erode quality of life. Therefore, the Army is intensely interested in

quantifying the effects of extensive personnel movement, frequently referred to as turbu-

lence or tempo, and moving soldiers as efficiently and as infrequently as possible while

still meeting national security goals and affording its soldiers a reasonable quality of life.

Over the years, RAND Arroyo Center research has investigated various aspects of this

issue, analyzing the effects of permanent and temporary moves by individuals and units. 

Permanent Moves

Permanent moves, called permanent changes of station (PCS), pertain primarily to indi-

viduals. Arroyo researchers investigated this issue in Personnel Turbulence: The Policy
Determinants of Permanent Change of Station Moves. Contrary to what the name implies,

these moves are not permanent but occur every three years or so. They are an expensive

proposition for the Army, costing about $1 billion annually.1 They occur when soldiers join

the Army, when they leave it, and when they change job assignments. These three reasons

account for about 90 percent of all moves, and, of these three, moves between job assign-

ments cause the bulk of the expense. These so-called rotational moves occur when a soldier

moves from one continental United States (CONUS) base to another or from a CONUS

base to an overseas one or vice versa. Rotational moves cost more than the others because

they typically involve moving a soldier and his or her family, along with their household

goods. The Army is interested in ways to reduce the cost of these three types of moves. 

The only way to cut back on moves that occur when a soldier joins or leaves the serv-

ice is to increase the lengths of tours so that fewer moves are necessary. For example, the

Army could increase the length of the enlistment contract, which is typically for four

years (for the first term). Longer enlistments would reduce costs. But it would not save

much money because these moves are relatively inexpensive compared with rotational

moves. The latter category accounts for over half of the moving costs, while moves asso-

ciated with joining and leaving together account for only about one-quarter of the cost.

Furthermore, lengthening tours could drive up other costs. For example, it might be

necessary to increase recruiting or retention incentives to motivate people to sign up for

Turbulence, Tempo, and Rotation:
An Army in Motion

1 This figure reflects costs in 1998.

Moving soldiers
around the globe,
whether individually
or in units, is 
expensive, can lower
readiness, and can
erode quality of life.
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longer tours. Eventually, increased tour length might lead to higher pay and retirement

costs that would far outweigh any savings on these types of PCS moves. 

Rotational moves offer much greater potential for savings. Many of these are made 

to fill vacancies in Korea and Germany. The former location is what is known as a short

tour, where soldiers do not take their families and serve for only one year, while the latter

is a long tour, typically lasting three years and including family members. There are two

ways to effect savings: either reduce the number of people based overseas or increase the

length of the tours.2

Neither of these steps lies wholly within the Army’s power to effect, but the Army can

certainly influence the policy. Assuming it could bring either one to pass, the cost savings

could be substantial. For example, bringing half of the overseas authorizations back to

CONUS could save more than $300 million a year. Lengthening tours in Europe from

three to four years would save less, but savings would still amount to about $100 million

annually. Returning all overseas authorizations would save more than $600 million in

PCS costs and would also reduce infrastructure costs in Europe. These savings would ini-

tially be offset by increased infrastructure costs in the United States.3 Barring changes in

the fundamental policies governing these types of moves (e.g., that Korea will remain an

unaccompanied tour), the Army can expect to achieve only modest savings through

improved management. 

Temporary Moves

This type of move lasts for six months or less and occurs for a variety of reasons. Soldiers

move temporarily for training or continuing missions such as peacekeeping in Bosnia or

the Sinai. Unlike permanent moves, these involve only the soldier; families remain at

home station. A characteristic of the post–Cold War period is that such moves have been

increasing. The Army started keeping track of deployments (DEPTEMPO), defined as

time away from home station, in 1997. As detailed in Deployments and Army Personnel
Tempo, deployments in operational units increased by nearly 30 percent between 1997 and

2000. Furthermore, the number of units with lengthy deployments has also increased.

Deployments of 120 days or more have doubled since reporting began in 1997.4

That said, the fraction of the force involved in these moves remains relatively small.

Of 1,400 units reporting DEPTEMPO, only 222 had 120 or more days away from home

in the year ending October 2000, and only 89 were away for 180 or more days. Mean-

while, individual tempo remains considerably lower than unit tempo. DEPTEMPO data

2 In theory, it might be possible to save money by converting long, accompanied tours to short, unaccom-
panied ones, thus avoiding the cost of moving family members overseas. However, that step would dra-
matically reduce the stability of CONUS tours by about 10 months, and any cost savings would likely be
outweighed by increases in other costs such as allowances paid to families to rent quarters on the civilian
economy.

3 RAND Arroyo Center research reported in Army Stationing and Rotation Policy indicates that it would take
from two to five years to recover these costs, depending on which installations were chosen and the housing
savings that resulted.

4 This research was completed before Operation Iraqi Freedom and does not take into account the deploy-
ments to Iraq.
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show that the average soldier spends about seven days a month away from home, or about

85 days a year. Deployments for operations or overseas exercises take only about 30 days a

year. Indeed, in any given year, most soldiers do not deploy at all.

The relatively small fraction of the force involved in these deployments makes two

associated problems rather puzzling. One is the high percentage of soldiers who cannot

deploy on operations, and the other is the increase in personnel tempo.

The Nondeployable Problem

Historically, about 4 percent of any given unit was unable to deploy on operations, largely

for medical reasons. But, as research reported in Deployability in Peacetime showed, units

deploying to Bosnia reported nondeployability rates as high as 40 percent. Furthermore,

these high rates were not confined to a given unit or post. Analysis of units deploying

from the 1st Cavalry Division at Fort Hood, the 1st Infantry Division at Fort Riley, the

10th Mountain Division at Fort Drum, and units at Fort Carson showed nondeployable

rates of 35.6, 40, 39.4, and 34.5 percent respectively. Using wartime deployability rules,

rates were typical of those found historically, 4, 3.5, and 3.9, and 4.2 percent respectively.

The large increase results from using peacetime, rather than wartime, deployability results

for virtually all 1990s deployments.

The large difference in peacetime and wartime deployability arises primarily from 

two policies. One precludes soldiers who have a PCS or end term of service (ETS) move

within 135 days from deploying, and the other stabilizes soldiers returning from an unac-

companied overseas tour for up to one year. (Today the formal policy is 6 months.) Both

policies aim at providing soldiers a better quality of life, but together they ensure that a

large fraction of any given unit cannot deploy. 

This proscription creates several problems. One is excessive personnel turbulence.

Another is diminished readiness of the units that remain behind. A third is cross-installation

effects when the Army attempts to protect units that are going to deploy soon. A fourth is

the inability to fill some critical positions.

An example from the 1st Cavalry Division illustrates the first problem. Two armor

battalions were scheduled to deploy to Bosnia, and between them they had 528 authoriza-

tions for armor crewmen. Of those, 211 were unable to deploy under peacetime rules.

Thus, 211 soldiers had to leave the battalions, and they had to be replaced by 211 from

units that were not deploying. Figure 1 illustrates the problem with a notional unit.

The effect on the readiness of the stay-behind units was substantial, since each soldier

they inherited could not deploy. As a result, the nondeployable rate in the stay-behind

units would have skyrocketed, reaching 64 percent for Fort Hood units, a situation that

would clearly complicate any subsequent deployments from that post. The effect at a

smaller post that has fewer units than Fort Hood would be even greater, because the non-

deployable soldiers would concentrate in fewer units. An analysis of the effect on critical

military skills at Fort Drum, where the 10th Mountain Division is located, illustrates the

problem at small posts. An upcoming deployment called for 43 percent of its authoriza-

tions. But only about 80 percent of the noncommissioned officer authorizations were

filled. The combined effect of the high fraction of the units deploying coupled with the

low fill meant that in the absence of additional personnel actions to increase the fill and

deployable rates in the deploying units, the deployable noncommissioned officers in a
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range of skills would fall below 65 percent in the stay-behind units, a low readiness rating

of P3.

To avoid this problem, the Army takes such steps as fencing units scheduled to

deploy, i.e., it does not reassign deployable soldiers from these units some months before

they are scheduled to depart. It also excuses some soldiers from scheduled reassignments

and can funnel deployable soldiers into these units, in some cases diverting them from

assignments to other posts. Thus, the effects ripple across the Army as units do not receive

anticipated replacements, soldiers receive new orders, and units accumulate higher per-

centages of nondeployable soldiers than would otherwise be the case.

Furthermore, these policies make it difficult for the Army to fill its European and

Korean units with noncommissioned officers. There is a direct relationship between stabi-

lization in the United States and fill rates overseas. For example, at the time of SFOR5,5 if

the Army wanted to support a 90 percent fill rate for noncommissioned officers overseas,

it could only stabilize noncommissioned officers in the United States for about a year and

a half. If it wanted two years of stability, it could only afford to fill overseas units to 73

percent of their noncommissioned officer authorizations. 

The Tempo Problem

Army leaders understandably worry that the increased pace of overseas operations

described above will reduce the readiness and morale of soldiers. The concerns are real,

despite the fact that the Army’s own data show that only a relatively small part of the

force experiences substantial tempo. Our analysis suggests the problems result from

sources that are difficult to measure using data from traditional military record-keeping

Figure 1. Turbulence Caused by Replacing Soldiers Before Deployment

RAND AR7088-1
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5 “SFOR” refers to Stabilization Force (in Bosnia), and “5” to the number of rotations that have occurred.
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systems. RAND Arroyo Center analysis indicates that the problems arise from the

expanded workload that is generated from the wartime mission, new missions, and the

day-to-day demands of operating units and installations in peacetime. These demands 

are felt even more acutely when the unit is shorthanded. Deploying units must plan and

train for the deployments. The stay-behind units must still accomplish routine training

and installation support missions, but they must make do with fewer people. At the same

time, they must integrate new soldiers into the unit and do so at a time when the atten-

tion of commanders in higher headquarters is focused on the deploying units. 

A second, more subtle concern arises from the dynamics of a personnel system that

must sustain the peacetime force, prepare for small-scale deployments, and adhere to vari-

ous peacetime operational and personnel policy constraints. The Bosnia example described

above captures most of these elements. The operational (deploy at near full strength) and

personnel (stabilize before PCS/ETS and after unaccompanied tour) policies cause person-

nel turbulence that ripples far beyond the unit and installation involved. Furthermore, the

deployments themselves generate additional workload as units train for their contingency

missions. Sometimes this requires a rotation through one of the Army’s combat training

centers, making additional work for units and staffs at both the home installation and the

training center. The combined effect is to ramp up the workload and stress on units and,

correspondingly, the concern of Army leaders.

Can Unit Rotations Help?

A large part of the tempo/turbulence problem as well as substantial moving costs occur

because the Army has a large fraction of the force stationed overseas. Thus, the question

of whether rotating units through these locations rather than stationing them there per-

manently arises naturally. Apparent benefits of unit rotations include greater stability for

soldiers and their families, reduced cost, increased readiness, and improved training.

To ascertain the feasibility of unit rotations, Arroyo researchers analyzed the effect 

of moving four heavy brigades from Europe back to the United States and reported 

the results in Army Stationing and Rotation Policy. These brigades and their supporting 

elements from higher headquarters contained about 20,000–25,000 soldiers or about 

40 percent of the U.S. troop strength in Europe. 

It would clearly be feasible to move these units back to the United States. But that

move would not solve all the problems the Army faces, and it would create some new

ones. First, considerable turbulence would continue exclusive of operational deployments.

The requirement to fill billets outside operational units, such as school instructors,

recruiting, and assignments in higher headquarters, generates many moves. These would

continue. Second, while assignment stability would increase, so would family separations,

since soldiers would leave their families behind during rotations. Third, unit rotations

raise equipment issues. Units must either take their equipment with them or fall in on

unit sets prepositioned in Europe. Either approach costs money, particularly if new equip-

ment has to be purchased. 

Furthermore, rotations create some training and readiness issues that must be man-

aged. Maintaining a four-brigade presence in Europe using 16 brigades, each rotating for

6 months, implies a 24-month cycle. Under that plan, each unit would spend 18 months

A large part of the
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stationed overseas.
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in the United States and 6 in Europe. But if Kuwait or another commitment requires

another brigade, the cycle shortens to 19 months, with a unit spending only 13 months

in the United States followed by 6 months overseas.

Even the shorter cycle would allow units to go to the combat training center, an

important training event. But it would limit the amount of training time because some

time would be devoted to preparation for and recovery from overseas deployment. It

would also make for uneven readiness. Some brigades would be unavailable because they

would either be preparing or recovering. Divisions in Europe would have continual

turnover of brigades, and those in the United States would have limited opportunity to

train as a division. ■



In a single hour on September 11, 2001, U.S. defense policy changed in ways that are

still being explored. But the immediate effect was made clear when President George W.

Bush made the global war on terrorism the nation’s top priority. He made it equally

clear that the United States would take the war to the enemy, wherever he was, and that it

would not distinguish between the terrorists and their state sponsors. While it was plain

that the war would be fought on many fronts—diplomatic, economic, financial—it was

also obvious that military force would play a prominent role. 

To say that the military segment of the global war on terrorism has profound implica-

tions for the U.S. Army understates the case. Just as the implications for defense policy

are still being worked out, so too are the implications for the Army. But while the details

of the picture remain blurred, the broad brushstrokes are clear enough. The military part

of the nation’s war on terror will consist of three complementary campaigns. The first

involves securing the homeland against future attacks or minimizing the effects of any

such attack. The second focuses on helping to influence the long-term security environ-

ment abroad to reduce the threat of global terrorism and related insurgencies. The final

element entails direct attacks against terrorists and their assets. Each element implies dif-

ferent things for the Army and most particularly for its force structure. RAND Arroyo

Center has carried out a number of studies to characterize the nature of the global war on

terrorism, to define its implications for the Army more precisely, and to suggest ways that

the Army might address these implications. 

How Will the Global War on Terrorism Unfold?

The answer, of course, is that no one knows. Uncertainty defines the war. The scope,

scale, intensity, and duration of the conflict all remain unknown. We do not know our

enemies or their locations. Another attack in the United States could change things dra-

matically. Nor do we know who would fight alongside us in a given situation. Finally, it

remains unclear how this war will fit into the larger framework of military commitments

and how those will evolve. For example, will the United States have forces in Bosnia a

year from now? In Kosovo? How will the requirement spelled out in the Quadrennial

Defense Review to defeat two aggressors in overlapping operations evolve?

While much remains uncertain, some parts of an evolving picture are clear: the future

will require more people in more places for more time, and it will require an enhanced

strike capability. 

More People in More Places for More Time

“The U.S. Army and the Offensive War on Terrorism” in The U.S. Army and the New
National Security Strategy points out that defeating the forces of terror will require a 

different international environment than exists today and that the United States needs 

to devote considerable energy to molding that environment. This problem is complex,
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because the United States must deal with a broad spectrum of threats. At one end stands

al Qaeda, a well-financed international terrorist organization capable of sustained low-

level and occasional sophisticated terrorist attacks in many countries. At the other end is a

much larger number of Islamic fundamentalist movements operating in many countries.

Dismantling al Qaeda is a formidable but focused task. The insurgencies pose a com-

pletely different problem and may share only parts of al Qaeda’s motivation, such as a

hatred of the United States. But they could provide a ready source of manpower and capi-

tal to advance their mutual interests. 

One broad set of activities involved here falls under the umbrella of what the Army

calls stability and support operations (SASO). As part of these, traditional military assis-

tance will increase to old partners (Philippines) and extend to new ones (Yemen). Much

of this aid will focus on improving a country’s ability to combat terrorism. Army special

operations forces will very likely find themselves spending a lot of their time training the

forces of other countries to combat terrorism via their Foreign Internal Defense mission. 

More demanding is the prospect of stability operations that involve the lengthy pres-

ence of substantial numbers of ground forces. “At-risk” states have long played a role in

U.S. policy, but largely from a humanitarian perspective. September 11 showed that such

states could become breeding grounds for terrorist organizations bent on attacking the

United States. The list of countries that have failed or are at risk of failing is long, so there

are many candidates. Afghanistan exemplifies the type of commitment that could be

required. The Bush administration explicitly decided not only to root out and destroy al

Qaeda but also to ensure that the country does not again become a hothouse for terror.

This latter goal means a continuing security presence while the country develops its own

internal security apparatus and rebuilds itself after decades of war. 

U.S. forces could be rotating through Afghanistan for years. The Sinai peacekeeping

force has been operating since 1982, and first operations in Bosnia commenced in 1995.

Both continue today. Taliban and al Qaeda elements continue forays from sanctuaries

along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. As Operation Anaconda illustrates, it may take

U.S. forces to root out determined al Qaeda and Taliban fighters. Given the continued

presence of these groups in Afghanistan and the lessons of recent history, it is unlikely

that the United States can pull its forces out anytime soon, certainly not before the new

central government has established its security forces throughout the country. 

These operations shrink to insignificance beside what might be seen as the mother of

all stability and support operations, the occupation of Iraq. As of December 2003, the

Army’s commitment in country is about 123,000, with another 30,000 in adjacent areas.6

At this writing, it remains unclear how much international support the United States will

be able to garner to support stability operations in Iraq, but it seems unlikely that it will

be enough to allow the Army to scale its in-country forces back substantially. The Army

has developed a rotation plan, but the burden will be heavy for the foreseeable future. 

Enhancing Strike Capabilities

The second task involves enhancing the Army’s capabilities to strike terrorists where and
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when necessary. It is impossible to defend everything that terrorist organizations might

regard as attractive targets. Ultimately, they will find a way to penetrate our defenses, so

the U.S. strategy must have an offensive component. But maintaining strike capability

can consume a lot of resources, even if the number of strikes is small and the geographic

area is relatively well defined. Because intelligence tends to be perishable and targets fleet-

ing, strike capabilities must be based forward. The U.S. military presence in Djibouti pro-

vides a case in point. About 900 military personnel, mostly Marines, now occupy Camp

Lemonier, a previously abandoned encampment on the Horn of Africa. The number of

adversaries is unknown, but even if the quantity is small it could take a long time to track

them down. The expectation is that U.S. forces will continue to operate out of Djibouti

for several years, probably rotating units about every 180 days, a typical deployment for

Marines. 

Terrorists have shown themselves to be remarkably flexible, and it is quite likely that

they will adapt to the U.S. policy of preemptive strikes. While their preferred method 

of avoiding identification and attack is to melt into a civilian populace, this tactic is not

always available. Some operations require training camps and other facilities. Further-

more, as some governments crack down on indigenous terrorists, they may seek sanctuar-

ies where they can build the cadres necessary to sustain long-term operations. And remote

areas could prove attractive for storing weapons of mass destruction should they acquire

them. If they choose to establish such facilities, they will protect them. The result could

be well-fortified facilities in remote areas that are difficult to find and attack.

Operations in Afghanistan again provide an illustration. The United States had a 

relatively robust military presence in Afghanistan by early 2002, but during operations in

March in the Shah-i-kot valley, light infantry had considerable difficulty prying sizable

numbers of al Qaeda and Taliban fighters out of prepared positions. Ultimately, it took

substantial air attacks to dislodge them. The point is that terrorists could adopt a range of

strategies both to conceal their operations and to limit the U.S. opportunities to disrupt

them. Mixing with civilian populations might deny the United States one of its most

responsive and politically attractive options, precision bombing. Facilities located in

remote areas might make it difficult to mount responsive attacks, and hardened defenses

could force the deployment of robust conventional forces to defeat them. All of this sug-

gests that the Army will need to be able to offer policymakers a wider range of responsive

capabilities than has been available in the past. 

Implications for the Army

All of the above implies that the Army must address two issues. One is the repetitive

deployment of a large number of soldiers to many places. This topic is dealt with else-

where in this annual report.7 The second issue is that of enhancing special and light force

capabilities and expanding capabilities in the light-to-medium range to help deal with

new classes of potential targets. 
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With respect to enhancing special and light force capabilities, the task is relatively

straightforward. To enhance special operations forces capability, the Army needs to devote

a larger slice of the force structure to it. It could do this either by converting conventional

structure or by asking for a strength increase. While increases in overall strength have been

difficult if not impossible to get in the past, that might not be true in the current envi-

ronment. Even if structure had to be converted, the numbers involved are not large and

could focus on specific high-demand assets such as special operations aviation. The Army

could also enhance the special operations training of its ranger and light infantry units in

selected areas to lighten the burden on its special operations forces. For example, the

Army might consider creating division ready brigades, in which subordinate elements get

additional training in selected special operations missions such as special reconnaissance. 

Responding to the requirement to expand capabilities in the light-to-medium range

presents a greater challenge. Although meeting this requirement would affect only a rela-

tively small portion of the total force structure, the change is significant. Figure 2 depicts

the tradeoffs between time to deploy combat forces and combat power delivered—both

the relationship that exists today and the one needed for counterterror operations in the

global war on terrorism. The larger horizontal cone captures the spectrum of traditional

operations that the U.S. Army routinely engages in and is well designed for. At the lower

end would be current Army special operations forces direct action and light force strikes

and raids. These forces are responsive and have unique capabilities but limited firepower,

force protection, and mobility. At the upper end of the cone are missions conducted by

heavy maneuver combat brigades and divisions. Tremendous combat power resides in

these forces, but it comes at the expense of responsiveness. In the middle of the cone are

missions requiring various mixes of existing Army forces, which generally have the requi-

site responsiveness. Also shown is the coverage provided by the new Stryker Brigade 

Combat Teams (SBCTs) that provide combat power and mobility well above that of light

forces and responsiveness much

greater than that of heavier

maneuver brigades. As the dot-

ted line shows, the capabilities 

of these brigades should enable

them to cover a broad portion of

the operational spectrum.

The emerging challenge for

the Army resides in the left-hand

cone, labeled counterterrorist

strike operations, where opera-

tions demand both responsive-

ness and substantial combat

power. This challenge is not well

covered by existing Army units.

This niche requirement can

usefully be divided into a high

and a low end. At the low end of

the niche (“enhanced light” in
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Figure 2. The War on Terrorism Requires New Combinations of Combat Power 
and Responsiveness
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the figure), the Army could address the requirement by the approaches described above,

i.e., increasing special operations force structure, improving coordination between light

and special operations forces, cross-training, etc. 

The upper end of the niche (“expanded light-medium force” in the figure) poses

more formidable structural, organizational, doctrinal, and training challenges. The Stryker

brigades could address part of the class of targets in this area, but for many missions it

will take the full Stryker brigade too long to deploy. A full brigade would also contain

more combat power than is necessary for many of these joint missions, especially if con-

ducted in austere environments with limited infrastructure for arriving aircraft. The light

forces (special operations, rangers, etc.) could get there fast enough but would not have

adequate combat power and protected mobility to cope with the hardened and dispersed

targets they might have to attack. Thus, the Army has a gap in capabilities.

The Army could plug this gap through a variety of strategies drawing creatively on

existing forces and elements of its ongoing transformation. One approach would be to

view elements of units as modules that could be “plugged” in together to create the exact

capability needed. For example, Stryker brigades could be used as the basis for a light-

medium strike force. These brigades contain many capabilities that offer interesting pos-

sibilities in smaller-than-brigade-sized packages. They could be integrated with special

operations forces, Army aviation, and Air Force assets to produce force packages that pro-

vide the combat power, tactical and operational mobility, and strategic speed necessary to

defeat the new class of targets. 

Stryker brigades have a number of assets that would prove useful. The 19-ton

wheeled armored vehicle (the Stryker, whence the brigade gets its name) is their primary

mobility and combat platform. This vehicle could provide the mobility and mounted 

firepower to serve as the basis for a light-medium strike force for a battalion- or company-

sized force. Stryker brigades also have a direct-fire capability in their medium gun system.

This capability, in conjunction with the brigade’s anti-armor platoon, mortars, and

artillery, gives them both an offensive and defensive capability. Finally, they have a self-

contained and capable situational awareness and reconnaissance element. In short, the

Stryker brigades bring a lot of capability. Properly tailored and integrated with other

Army and Air Force assets, these units could supply the right combination of speed and

power needed for some of the more demanding missions in the war on terrorism. 

Given the promising capabilities and the size of the investment involved for future

forces, the Army needs to experiment with employment concepts applicable to the war 

on terrorism. Doctrine and training must follow. This would apply to both full brigade

and smaller-than-brigade missions. How much modification would be involved, whether

hybrid organizations are technically and operationally viable, and what the associated

costs and tradeoffs would look like are all issues that require exploration. But the basic

point is that the Army has or will soon have a range of new capabilities that can help

address shortcomings in rapid strike capabilities, and it needs to pursue them. Doing so

carries some risk, because many of these capabilities are still in development; pushing

them forward will give the Army less transition time than anticipated. Asking soldiers to

do this while in the middle of intense operations is asking a lot and may, in the short

term, be infeasible. These risks need to be weighed against the benefits such capabilities

would offer in the war against terrorism.
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The Domestic Expedition

The discussion thus far has focused on operations outside the United States. But the new

defense guidance elevates homeland defense to a top priority, and just as the external war

on terrorism will have a large military component, so will homeland security. However,

the nature and scope of the military’s role in this mission is ill defined.

This ambiguity occurs in part because uncertainty pervades the entire arena of home-

land security. A new agency has been created to deal with the problem, but its roles and

responsibilities are still being hammered out. The nature of the threat remains vague, as is

the military’s role. Most assume that it will provide the capabilities that other local, state,

and federal agencies cannot. But since there is almost no information on what those agen-

cies can provide, the military has little to go on as it defines what it needs to be able to

do. Further clouding the picture is the fact that the urgency and duration of what might

be needed is uncertain. 

Whatever will be needed in the future will probably differ from the past, when emer-

gencies were rare, relatively small, and over quickly. Today’s challenge is much more diffi-

cult, for the Army must plan for multiple and potentially large missions. Some will be

known and predictable (e.g., missile defense). Most will not. Some will require immediate

response. Some will require military forces until civilian agencies can take over. Others

will have no clear end. 

In “Defining the Army’s Homeland Security Needs” in The U.S. Army and the New
National Security Strategy, RAND Arroyo Center analysts point out that in the past, the

Army has met any demands for homeland security missions by providing forces sized,

organized, trained, and equipped for fighting wars in other countries. On balance, this

approach worked reasonably well. The force has been large and diverse enough to do

whatever needed to be done. This was even true for the September 11 attacks. But it is

unlikely that this approach will work in the future, given the priority being accorded

homeland security, the possibility that attacks could involve multiple events and mass

casualties, and the growing requirements in the offensive war on terrorism combined 

with continuing peace operations and potential warfighting contingencies. Some argue

that the reserve components, particularly the National Guard, should have homeland

defense as a primary mission. While the reserve components clearly have a role, indeed a

large one, the need for very responsive units for some types of disasters makes it unlikely

that homeland security can depend primarily on reserve component forces.

Bounding the Problem

Given the uncertainty surrounding homeland security needs, any approach the Army

takes is bound to be subjective and involve considerable judgment. What is important is

that the approach adopted be plausible, systematic, and understandable. Arroyo

researchers propose the following system.

First, divide homeland security into the six tasks listed in the table at right. This cate-

gorization groups like tasks and emphasizes demands arising from terrorist attacks.

Having identified the size of possible commitments to each of the six areas, the Army

then must determine its aggregate requirement. It is unlikely that all attacks will occur

simultaneously, but it is also unwise to assume that none will. 
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Numerous approaches are available. Requirements involving similar activities and

capabilities can be combined; disaster response and consequence management provide one

example. The Army could plan against one event or perhaps one of each type. As to the

level of response, mid-range events are probably the most likely. Using RAND Arroyo

Center estimates, Army requirements for a mid-range disaster would be about 5,000 per-

sonnel, while multiple chemical and biological events might call for 14,000 active duty

personnel.

The same logic holds for combining all the nonroutine tasks, since these too call for

similar activities and capabilities. One approach would be to add the mid-range estimates

for each of the five nonroutine tasks. This approach would be straightforward but conser-

vative. Another approach would be to take the high-end estimate for one task and assume

that such a capability would enable the Army to respond to other homeland security mis-

sions. For example, the Army could set the requirement as a response to a major anthrax

attack, estimated by Arroyo at 22,000 active duty personnel. Yet another approach to

aggregation would be to separate tasks by their urgency, e.g., those needing a response in

hours and those with no real urgency. When a response is required in hours, active com-
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Categories of Homeland Security Tasks

Task

Routine activities

Disaster relief

Security of critical infrastructure

Support to law enforcement

Consequence management

Reassurance of American people

Nature and Range of Commitment

Planning for attacks, WMD-Civil Support Teams,
counter-drug. Feasible mission for reserve compo-
nents.

Unpredictable but relatively constant. Can require
rapid response. Forest fire, hurricanes, etc. Histori-
cally, few hundred to 15,000.

Secure before attack; keep functioning after. Could
require rapid response. Ports, pipelines, etc. Once
critical infrastructure defined, order of magnitude
estimates possible.

Domestic threats, civil disturbance. Some require
rapid response (e.g., L.A. riots) others predictable
(support to Olympics). Numbers in thousands.

Response to attacks (chemical, biological, radio-
logical, nuclear, explosive). Unpredictable, possibly
large and requires rapid response. Requirement
depends on scope of event. Use hypothetical sce-
narios (few thousand to ~24,000).

Security at airports, presence during civil distur-
bance. Prior civil disturbance response could 
provide guide (e.g., 12,000 during L.A. riots).



ponent forces are generally seen as the most capable of meeting the demand. The reserve

components could be used for events that required less responsiveness. The Army could

then dedicate capabilities for some number of tasks requiring immediate response and

assume that the force, primarily the reserve components, has sufficient flexibility to deal

with the rest.

Structuring the Force

Once the Army has bounded the requirement, it needs to decide how to structure itself 

to respond. In particular, it needs to address the question of whether the reserve compo-

nents—especially the Army National Guard—can play the lead role. The timing of the

response becomes crucial in this analysis. Clearly, the reserve components can play a

major part in the routine homeland security missions, as they do today. But it is unlikely

that they can carry the major burden for large events that demand quick response. In 

this regard, Hurricane Andrew provides an instructive example. The scope of the disaster

rapidly overwhelmed civil authorities and the National Guardsmen available to the gover-

nors. Within a week, the active Army had provided 15,000 soldiers, who remained on

duty for a month. 

What, then, are the Army’s choices? It could simply do what it has done before, draw-

ing from its overall force structure to meet the requirement, while taking the risk that the

forces will not be available for warfighting or other overseas commitments. Or it could

plan and budget for a dedicated set of homeland security capabilities. Units could stand

ready to respond to a homeland security mission, and the requirement could rotate

among them. This approach would not differ conceptually from sending a unit to Kuwait

or to the combat training centers. Another possibility would be to increase the number of

reserve component forces on active duty. They would become a rapid-response force along

with the WMD-Civil Support Teams. It might be possible to staff this element with vol-

unteers. The hitch here is that unless the force is very large, this option would not elimi-

nate the need for active duty forces in the event of a large incident. Maintaining a large

reserve component force also could be expensive. 

Another approach would be to establish an entirely new capability. One idea is a

paramilitary civil defense force. Or the governors might create state guards that would be

organized and equipped for internal security duty: population control, physical security,

logistical support. While these ideas merit consideration, quick backing from either the

governors or Congress seems unlikely. 

For events that do not require rapid response, the reserve components can play a

major part. But even here it is necessary to distinguish between those that can be planned

for and those that arise unexpectedly. For the former, the reserve components can more

easily respond because they can meet requirements with volunteers or at least coordinate

commitments with their civilian occupations. The latter are more problematic because of

the family and employer disruptions that occur when reservists or guardsmen leave on

short notice. 

Thus, it is not clear that homeland security can depend primarily on the reserve com-

ponents or even, as some commissions suggest, that the National Guard can simply make

homeland security its primary mission.8 This may be a good idea. But in any event it will
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not relieve the active forces from the large, quick-response events. So such a step, in itself,

will not solve the homeland security challenge. 

Recommendations

What should the Army do? RAND Arroyo Center researchers make two recommenda-

tions. First, in the short term, the Army should dedicate and have available at all times a

range of substantial active Army forces to respond to various kinds of homeland emergen-

cies. The risk of being unprepared for a major tragedy is probably too high to do this any

other way. At the same time, the Army should explore ways to develop a quick-response

capability among the reserve components or through a different kind of homeland defense

force. The political difficulty of either step is formidable, because the first would require a

reorientation of the National Guard and the second would divert resources from it. 

Second, the Army should now begin to view activities involving longer-term com-

mitments, at home and abroad, as a single mission. Homeland security activities that are

routine or extended operations as well as overseas military assistance programs and peace-

keeping operations would be rolled up and planned and budgeted for accordingly. Forces

for these would come primarily from the reserve components. 

Taken together, these two steps would give the Army the capabilities needed for these

high-priority, new, and diverse homeland security missions. They could also support the

case for additional forces or funding, should gaps in capabilities appear.

And it seems likely that such gaps will appear. The global war on terrorism will

require more forces in more places for longer periods. Homeland security will most likely

define new missions for active and reserve component forces, both of which are feeling

the strain of extended and repetitive deployments. The effect of these expeditions on

recruiting and retention remains to be gauged. However, policymakers will have to weigh

the growing commitments against a constant force size and determine if the latter can 

sustain the former and whether the cost of doing so is feasible or wise. ■
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An expeditionary Army will be called upon to engage in diverse operations from

conventional war to counterterrorism to peacekeeping—virtually anywhere

around the globe. To support such forces, the Army’s logistics system must be

flexible, efficient, and responsive to the changing needs of commanders. 

The process of shaping the Army’s logistics system to meet the demands of expedi-

tionary operations is well under way. At the end of the Cold War, the Army recognized

that its traditional approach to logistics could not provide the increased responsiveness

needed for potential future operations. In the Cold War, the Army could rely on having

large quantities of supplies on hand “just in case” in a couple of critical locations, such as

Central Europe. Such an approach worked—up to a point—for the “big war” Army, due

to the focus on well-known theaters and extensive forward stationing of Army forces. But

relying on a massive logistics “footprint” fostered a slow and inefficient system and one

that had difficulty providing support outside of well-developed areas of operations,

because it could take months to prepare for operations. 

Through initiatives such as Velocity Management (VM), which was developed by

RAND Arroyo Center researchers in collaboration with senior Army logisticians, the

Army has made real progress since the mid-1990s in adapting its logistics system to new

strategies and operational realities. Through the implementation of VM, now known as

Army Distribution Management (ADM), the Army had achieved striking improvements

for both home station support and deployed operations with respect to the speed and 

reliability with which spare parts are delivered to units both at home and overseas up

through the end of 2002. However, the sheer scale of Operation Iraqi Freedom generated

new stresses that revealed needs for improvements in policy, doctrine, and capacity to 

execute fully the principles that led to this success. Arroyo is now working with the Army

and joint organizations to help improve current operations as well as to put in place key

overarching policies to provide the same fast, reliable distribution achieved in home sta-

tion and small-scale operations from the start of future large-scale deployments.

These successes and failures are showing the Army how to improve its logistics 

system’s ability to support an expeditionary Army. Arroyo’s Military Logistics Program 

is conducting studies to aid these efforts in several ways. In this section, we highlight

Arroyo’s work in developing support strategies and analyzing support options related to

three key needs of expeditionary ground forces: for finely tailored forces that satisfy mis-

sion needs with minimum deployment footprint; for rapid deployment of these forces;

and for responsive, adaptive support of these forces. 

An Expeditionary Army Needs Effective, Tailored Forces

Arroyo researchers are helping the Army explore options for tailoring effective combined
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arms units that are also efficient in that they have no more than the minimum essential

requirements across the spectrum of functions, at least when rapid deployment is a critical

operational goal. A force tailored for the mission minimizes the resources required to

deploy it and thus gives a combatant commander the option to accelerate its deployment

if he decides that he wants such a force in the conflict quickly. 

Using Modularity to Facilitate Force Tailoring

The Army is accustomed to tailoring forces for operations and adept at doing so. How-

ever, for expeditionary operations, it will be important to conduct such tailoring more

quickly than in the past. One approach for facilitating force tailoring is to design units 

as sets of functional modules that can be mixed and assembled in a variety of ways and

easily scaled up or down depending on the size of the deployment. For example, support

modules representing specific sets of capabilities, such as a comprehensive support pack-

age for a tank company using predefined elements of its parent battalion headquarters

company and its supporting forward support battalion, can be attached to tailored com-

bat task forces as necessary to meet the exact support needs of task organization. In this

example, the support package could be used when a tank company augments a light or

Stryker unit. 

Modular support scales readily, meaning that the level of support can change as

needed. For example, when deployment speed is crucial, such as to halt an unexpected

attack, the unit is kept lean, embodying just those elements essential for combat opera-

tions. As the mission progresses, additional support modules would be phased in to 

sustain the force, and as the situation changes, other modules would be brought in to

improve quality of life. In an opposite case with a relatively benign environment and 

an expected long-term presence, the initial deployment might be very heavy in support

modules. Thus, modular support adapts; as the situation on the ground changes, requir-

ing either new combat modules or a change in the balance among needs (e.g., a lean,

combat optimized force versus quality of life), appropriate support modules can be added. 

In Speed and Power: Toward an Expeditionary Army, Arroyo researchers describe two

chief means of applying modular support to expeditionary operations. The first is to

reduce the scope of capabilities organic to a given unit. When it is critical to keep a force

lean for strategic or operational maneuver, this might mean removing infrequently needed

capabilities (e.g., prisoner-of-war evacuation) or those that can be forgone for short peri-

ods (e.g., hot food). It might also mean removing those capabilities needed to conduct

tasks that can be deferred or scheduled outside of combat periods (e.g., scheduled vehicle

service). It does not mean that such capabilities should not be available to be brought in

as the situation dictates, but rather that they can be removed when needed to help keep

the unit lean. A second way of applying modular support is to reduce the stock of sup-

plies and accept increased risk. For example, a policy of refueling only when fuel levels

drop to a specified level or every other day would enable a force to have fewer organic fuel

trucks. When the pace of operations is high, adding a module with more fuel trucks can

mitigate this risk. Therefore, a modular support initiative always requires a plan and the

resources for providing the removed capability when needed. 

An example using the Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) illustrates a modular

design developed by Arroyo. A careful analysis of the unit divided the combat power into
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two levels. A first set of aircraft contains the full breadth of combat, combat support, and

combat service support capabilities necessary to achieve initial operating capability as fast

as possible. This force package would establish an initial presence to assure, deter, and

defend as quickly as possible. Key to making this work for rapid deployment is identifica-

tion of every person and piece of equipment in a unit and the associated aircraft loads

before the need to deploy arises. Then this package can be called up and begin moving

right away. The remainder of the SBCT might follow to build combat power rapidly.

Modules of echelons above brigade support might then flow in to enable sustained and

extended operations. Finally, once the situation on the ground stabilizes (or as it becomes

appropriate), quality-of-life/base camp modules would be brought in. In some situations,

this might include combat service support capabilities, such as hot food, that were

removed from the first combat modules during a rapid deployment. 

Arroyo research has shown that modular support can greatly reduce the logistics foot-

print of the SBCT in situations that call for rapid deployment. Removing the capability

to provide hot food for the first 20 days of a deployment will eliminate the need for 104

soldiers and 19 mobile kitchens. Maintenance capabilities not normally needed during

combat operations, such as scheduled service capacity, can be removed from the brigade.

In the transportation area, modular support concepts include transportation capacity to

move replacements, prisoners of war, or U.S. citizens. Another concept that can reduce

the support footprint is distribution-based logistics. An example would be to move to fuel

delivery every other day or as needed (if sooner) rather than topping off fuel tanks every

day regardless of fuel consumed. Distribution-based logistics will be enabled by greater

logistics situational awareness: unit leaders will know when they need to refuel rather than

bringing in fuel trucks just in case.

Reducing Demand for Logistics Support

Recent Arroyo research on combat service support transformation has examined ways 

to make deployed units more efficient by reducing the demand for logistics support.

Reduced demand means that the amount of logistics resources and personnel needed to

sustain a force can also be reduced. 

As described in “Making Power Projection a Reality,” several options exist for reduc-

ing demand for logistics support.

• Platform efficiency involves applying new technologies and improving designs to 

better systems in areas such as fuel efficiency, reliability, and maintainability. Examples 

include hybrid gas-electric engines that reduce fuel consumption and built-in load-

handling systems on cargo vehicles that reduce the need for separate materiel-handling 

equipment.

• Force efficiency means that fewer assets or systems are needed to execute a given mis-

sion. For example, the required number of combat systems might be reduced through 

greater situational awareness from improved sensors, enhanced networks, and increases 

in information-processing power. 

• Greater personnel efficiency allows a given job to be completed with fewer people. 

This efficiency might be achieved through improved skill levels for personnel. 

• Mission focus can also lead to demand reduction. For example, the SBCT, by virtue of 

being “optimized” for medium and lower-intensity small-scale contingencies, does not 
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have organic heavy weapon systems such as the Abrams tank. This enables it to deploy 

rapidly without being encumbered by such systems in these situations, but does not 

prevent augmentation when facing more capable threats.

Improving Equipment Reliability and Maintainability

High levels of equipment reliability and maintainability, one of the platform efficiencies

cited above, will become especially important to expeditionary forces. This is because 

it will enable their organic maintenance capabilities to be very lean and to operate self-

sufficiently during intense periods of combat, releasing such forces from secure lines of

communication.

The levels of reliability and maintainability needed to support expeditionary opera-

tions are not just a matter of logistics system performance (such as the quality of main-

tenance); they are also an issue of equipment design. For this reason, the Army has to

identify the kind of performance it needs from the next generation of equipment. A

recent Arroyo study, Equipment Sustainment Requirements for the Transforming Army, rec-

ommends that the Army adopt a standard set of metrics for defining equipment sustain-

ment requirements to drive the Army and its providers to comprehensive solutions for

improved sustainability. 

The study also recommends that the Army consider designating a sustainability

requirement as a key performance parameter (KPP) for the future force. A KPP sets a

threshold that a weapon system program must meet. Such a designation could be appro-

priate for many high-level sustainability requirements, including assuring equipment

availability during combat pulses, shrinking logistics footprint, lowering sustainment

costs, and enabling self-sufficiency during operations.

An Expeditionary Army Needs to Deploy Quickly

Tailoring forces so that what is needed, and only what is needed, is deployed helps

deployment speed. Improving the mobilization and deployment processes, positioning

units outside the continental United States, and prepositioning equipment and materiel,

either on land or afloat, near places that the United States anticipates may require expedi-

tionary operations can also accelerate deployments. 

Improving Deployment Processes

Three strategies for improving deployability are described in Combat Service Support
Transformation: Emerging Strategies for Making the Power Projection Army a Reality.
• One strategy is to improve lift capacity through the use of new lift systems, increases 

in current lift, and increased use of commercial assets. The most promising near-term 

new lift technology is the theater support vessel (TSV), an adaptation of commercial 

catamaran-type ships that provide high-speed sealift and have shallow drafts and short 

lengths, expanding port access dramatically. TSVs would be valuable for intratheater 

movement and potentially for the rapid movement of prepositioned materiel. 

• Another strategy is to improve infrastructure at garrison locations and enroute bases to 

increase the amount of materiel and personnel that can be deployed through a given 

port or airfield (i.e., the “throughput”). 
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• A third strategy is to improve processes, whether through techniques and technologies 

that speed up existing processes (e.g., unit movement preparation, the loading and 

unloading of trains, ships, or planes), new information systems that enable the quick 

processing of deployment plan changes, or detailed deployment planning that prepares 

a unit to be ready to move in the most efficient manner. 

Increasing the Use of Forward Positioning and Forward Basing 

Another strategy for reducing deployment time is the selected prepositioning of equipment

on ships or on land where it is either at or near anticipated deployment locations. As

described in Combat Service Support Transformation, relatively cheap and low-technology

assets such as trucks might be good candidates for prepositioning when full unit sets are

not available to preposition or are deemed too expensive. For some units, trucks con-

stitute a large portion of the airlift requirement to deploy a force yet represent a small

fraction of the total procurement cost. For example, for the SBCT, trucks and initial 

sustainment materiel produce 60 percent of the airlift need yet only 10 percent of the

brigade’s acquisition cost. Potentially, prepositioning these could be important, since 

additional brigade sets of Stryker vehicles are not available and procuring them would be

difficult while simultaneously developing the Future Combat Systems. Units might also

be based close to potential areas of operations (AOs), either on a permanent, rotational, 

or temporary basis depending upon strategic warning. The benefit of each potential loca-

tion would hinge upon the criticality of the AOs it could support, in terms of both the

probability of a contingency in the AO and the severity of the consequences of slow

response. This benefit would need to be balanced against the feasibility (e.g., ability to

train, presence of existing support structure, political environment) and costs (e.g., finan-

cial, quality-of-life, force management implications) associated with each location. 

Figure 3 illustrates how forward basing and prepositioning can contribute to reducing

deployment times. In this example, a brigade-sized unit has to deploy from Fort Lewis,

Washington, to Skopje, Mace-

donia. The column on the left

shows an air deployment time of

about 25 days for a heavy brigade

combat team with 40 C-17s allo-

cated for its movement. Moving

to the right, we see that (holding

other factors constant) the SBCT,

with its lower footprint, could

deploy much more quickly: 13.6

days. Selective prepositioning of

the brigade’s trucks and an initial

supply of consumable materiel

near Ramstein, Germany, would

reduce its deployment time to

only 6 days. The use of forward

basing (also near Ramstein)

rather than prepositioning would
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Figure 3. Forward Basing and Select Prepositioning Can Reduce Deployment Times
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produce almost as short a deployment time (6.7 days) for the SBCT, and just as or even

more important, this could be done with dramatically less airlift: just 20 C-17s, freeing

up airlift capacity for the simultaneous movement of other forces such as air expeditionary

task forces.

Improving the Readiness of Early-Deploying Reserve Units 

Reserve units can be particularly challenged by the deployment timelines of expeditionary

operations, yet their contributions may be critical, especially in selected support functions.

For example, as of 2000, all water supply battalions resided in the reserve components

(RC), as did 90 percent of petroleum support battalions.

Arroyo researchers have analyzed how a tiered readiness program might be used to

improve the readiness of selected RC units. As discussed in Breaking the Mold: A New
Paradigm for the Reserve Components, such an approach would divide units into three

categories: early deploying, later deploying, and not in any war plans. Units needed early

would be indistinguishable from active component (AC) units in terms of equipment and

would have all the required equipment and personnel as well as full-time support and

training of better quality and increased quantity. Units not needed as early would main-

tain somewhat lower levels of equipment and personnel and would have fewer training

dollars than first-tier units. Units not in the war plans would receive equipment and per-

sonnel as available and would be last priority for training dollars.

An Expeditionary Army Needs Responsive, Adaptive Sustainment

Responsive, adaptive sustainment is essential for expeditionary operations. The faster and

more reliable distribution processes become across a range of environments and scenarios,

the more the Army can reduce the need for support personnel, equipment, and materiel

in deployed units in the combat zone. Arroyo’s research in support of the Army’s VM 

initiative (now ADM) in particular has focused on identifying improvements to logistics

processes that can increase the speed and reliability of distribution and make logistics

capabilities robust across as great a range of environments and scenarios as possible. 

Replacing Mass with Velocity

In the early 1990s, Arroyo research examined the underlying causes of problems in the

Army’s distribution system during Operation Desert Storm. As documented in Materiel
Distribution: Improving Support to Army Operations in Peace and War, these problems

included a complex, segmented, and unfocused structure; counterproductive behaviors by

customers of the system due to lost confidence and poor support; the system’s unrespon-

siveness to change; and low distribution standards. Arroyo researchers concluded that

logistics processes might benefit from applying recent industrial practices. A key insight in

this regard was the need for the Army’s logistics system to adopt a customer focus in its

distribution efforts and to establish well-defined customer-supplier relationships and high

standards. 

In the mid-1990s, Arroyo researchers along with senior Army logisticians developed

the VM approach as an alternative to the Army’s traditional mass-based approach to logis-

tics. This approach is described in Velocity Management: The Business Paradigm That Has
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Transformed U.S. Army Logistics. Reflecting best business practices, VM views the logistics

system as a set of interlinked processes—a supply chain—to deliver products and services

(such as spare parts and equipment maintenance) to customers. Under VM, system per-

formance is assessed in terms of the responsiveness and reliability of these processes. At

the core of VM is a three-step method for continuous improvement: Define the process,

Measure the process, and Improve the process (D-M-I).

VM was first applied to the Army’s order fulfillment process for spare parts. Army

installations strengthened oversight, simplified rules, repositioned stock, improved requi-

sitioning and receipting techniques, and streamlined on-post deliveries with the intro-

duction of regularly scheduled transportation directly to supply activities worldwide,

eliminating a resorting node and improving the predictability of receipt operations. After

this initial success, VM was subsequently applied to the Army’s inventory management,

repair, and financial management processes. Arroyo analysts developed new algorithms for

determining stockage levels. Applying them improved the breadth of inventory by allow-

ing more low-cost, high-demand items to be stocked in conjunction with the high-priced

items already stocked. They also improved the depth of inventory by better aligning it

with demand patterns, such as those experienced in major training exercises, which in

many cases require more parts than the Army had been stocking. As the Army imple-

mented these algorithms, maintainers received parts more quickly, and repair times began

to fall. 

Arroyo researchers also mapped the Army’s process for logistics financial management

and developed criteria for evaluating Army price and credit policies for spare parts. The

application of VM to the Army’s credit policies is discussed in Evaluating Five Proposed
Price and Credit Policies for the Army; Right Price, Fair Credit; and Dollars and Sense: A
Process Improvement Approach to Logistics Financial Management.

Moving Toward Distribution-Based Logistics

New support options, such as distribution-based logistics, offer a means of providing the

same or better support through distribution and smaller stockpiles rather than through

large stockpiles of supplies held and carried by units. As described in “Making Power 

Projection a Reality,” a crucial element of effective distribution-based logistics is 

to know as quickly as possible when and where resources are needed and then to know

whenever these needs change until delivery is complete. Thus, real-time, complete, and

precise information becomes vital. New information systems and capabilities are currently

being developed or fielded to achieve better logistics situational awareness. 

Distribution-based logistics is more effective when the movement of materiel is stream-

lined. Arroyo researchers have identified three Army programs that work in concert to make

processes more efficient and reduce the logistics footprint: modular, intermodal contain-

ers; multimodal platforms with embedded load-handling systems; and configured loads. 

Through the continuation of VM in ADM and the more recent Strategic Distribution

program, the Army, together with the Defense Logistics Agency and the U.S. Transporta-

tion Command, is well on its way to making rapid, predictable delivery a reality and is

showing the tremendous power of process improvement initiatives. As discussed earlier,

hurdles remain to making the transition to large operations seamless with respect to pro-

viding rapid, reliable support.
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Figure 4 shows that the median delivery speed of on-hand parts from the national

distribution warehouses to Army units deployed and stationed outside CONUS had

improved by about two-thirds since 1994. The 95th percentile, an indicator of process

variability, had shown similar improvement. While times lengthened during Operation

Iraqi Freedom, analysis to date suggests that improved policy and doctrine, in the process

of being implemented now, should be able to bring these times down dramatically.

The logistical challenges posed by an expeditionary Army are indeed daunting. Some

of these emerged in Operation Iraqi Freedom. The root causes of some of these problems

can be found in the operations of national providers in CONUS, and either have been 

or are being dealt with. Others appear to have arisen from deployment issues. Yet others

resulted from insufficient communications and information networks. Some flow from

Army logistics policy and doctrine. Work is under way to identify all of the root causes

and determine what can be done to prevent their recurrence. But early Operation Iraqi

Freedom logistics research done in RAND Arroyo Center strongly suggests that as daunt-

ing as the challenges may be, they can be overcome. It will require work with other serv-

ices and joint logistics organizations in the Department of Defense, but the Army can do

much on its own. By using modular forces, improving its part of the deployment process,

boosting the readiness of deploying forces, continuing to improve the velocity and relia-

bility of processes, and continuing the drive toward distribution-based logistics, the Army

can build the agile and responsive logistics system demanded by expeditionary forces. ■
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Figure 4. The Army Is Leveraging Principles Learned in Its Continual Improvement of Class IX Distribution
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The United States Army has fought most of its wars as a member of a coalition.

That did not change after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, nor did it change after

the terrorist attacks of September 11. Thus, in spite of a new world order and a

global war on terrorism, it seems likely that the United States will continue to seek part-

ners in future conflicts. After all, partners bring important capabilities to the table. They

can provide combat forces, as they did during Operations Desert Storm and Iraqi Free-

dom. But they can also provide other assistance in the form of basing and overflight rights

or help in carrying out stability and support operations. And their presence can bolster

the moral legitimacy of the cause. Thus, for a host of reasons, it is to the United States’

advantage to seek partners for its forces in its many endeavors. 

Indeed, the Army is quite experienced in working with a wide range of coalition

forces. However, that long experience does not necessarily mean that the Army’s programs

to improve its ability to work with coalition forces operate at peak efficiency, the more so

as the Army seeks to transform itself at a pace far exceeding the change in other ground

forces. RAND Arroyo Center has carried out a number of research projects to analyze the

effectiveness and efficiency of such programs. Frequently, that analysis examines recent

experience in operating with forces from other states to see what went well and what did

not, making recommendations to eliminate problems or shortfalls.

Using Lessons from the Past to Inform the Future

Recent history is replete with examples of the Army operating as a member of a coalition:

Desert Storm to eject the Iraqis from Kuwait, Operation Allied Force in the campaign

against the regime of Slobodan Milosevic, the ensuing peacekeeping operations in the

Balkans, Operation Enduring Freedom to unseat the Taliban and destroy elements of al

Qaeda, and, most recently, Operation Iraqi Freedom to oust Saddam Hussein’s regime.

An analysis of these operations contained in “Preparing for Coalition Operations” offers

some broad observations. 

The first is that coalitions can vary tremendously. For example, size and structure can

differ substantially. Some can involve only two countries, such as Operation Desert Fox,

the U.S. and British air strikes against suspected weapons of mass destruction sites in Iraq.

Others, such as Desert Storm, involve literally dozens of countries. Types of partners can

also vary. U.S. forces have operated with longtime allies, such as the British, and with

first-time partners such as the Syrians in Desert Storm. As partners vary, so do their capa-

bilities. Some are modern forces with communications, equipment, and skills roughly

comparable to those of U.S. forces, while others, such as the Northern Alliance in

Afghanistan, have relatively rudimentary forces. Finally, coalitions adopt different com-

mand and control structures. In some cases, a lead nation commands all participating

forces, such as the United States did in the first phase of operations in Somalia. In other

cases, a parallel command structure is set up. This was the case in Operation Desert
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Storm, where a U.S. officer commanded all Western forces and a Saudi general com-

manded all units from predominantly Muslim countries. 

A second observation is that almost all other countries’ forces lag the United States 

in technological sophistication, and that gap is growing. The ability to operate at night,

employ precision munitions, exercise effective command and control, and use digital

communications probably constitute the most prominent gaps, but they extend to more

mundane areas as well. Few allies can match the U.S. ability to deploy its forces, particu-

larly by airlift, and most lack robust capabilities to sustain themselves. Indeed, the United

States declined some offers of help during Operation Enduring Freedom because it would

have had to assume the burden of deploying and sustaining these forces. Furthermore, the

ability to share intelligence is limited. This constraint is both technical (i.e., allies lack

compatible communications gear) and a matter of policy. 

A third observation is that liaison teams are critically important for ground forces. 

Air and naval forces integrate relatively easily, rotating aircraft or ships through a force as

needed. But land forces are less flexible. Once land forces join a battle, they must coordi-

nate their activities with other forces operating on the battlefield. This is difficult even 

for forces from the same country, and the difficulty increases exponentially when they are

from different countries. Traditionally, the Army has addressed this problem by sending 

liaison teams to operate with foreign forces. During the Gulf War, liaison teams were

present with Arab forces down to battalion level, and liaison teams continue to operate

today in Bosnia and Kosovo. The Army does not resource or train liaison teams separately,

preferring instead to draw them from units operating in theater. But this practice pre-

cludes them from performing their primary mission and tends to make the selection a

matter of availability rather than ability. 

As mentioned above, intelligence sharing poses both technical and policy problems.

The United States has often been unwilling to share information, wishing to protect

sources and methods as well as prevent leaks. The problem extends even to close allies

such as the British. In some cases, the desire to protect intelligence leads to extreme 

measures. Operation Allied Force involved two separate air tasking orders, one for 

NATO aircraft and another listing only U.S. assets, primarily F-117 and B-2 aircraft 

and strikes involving cruise missiles. The result was the unexpected appearance of U.S.

aircraft on NATO radars and considerable ensuing confusion. Similar problems plagued

Operation Enduring Freedom, exacerbated in part by the participation of special opera-

tions forces, which typically classify their information at levels that limit its release. The

legitimate concerns about protecting sources and preventing leaks mean that these prob-

lems will never disappear entirely. But they do impose serious impediments to coalition

operations.

Finally, political requirements inevitably intrude into coalition operations. Such 

operations must always balance the need to maintain the coalition with the exigencies 

of military operations. For example, the targeting process for Operation Allied Force

involved vetting the list of nominated targets with every participating state, any one of

which could veto a nominated target. Thus, the target approval process was slow and 

not necessarily guided by military efficiency. For example, the Dutch vetoed one target

because it put at risk a Rembrandt painting. Another example is the large amount of

assets devoted to hunting Scud missiles during the Gulf War, even though they were 
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militarily insignificant. But a successful Scud attack on Israel might have provoked an

Israeli response, endangering the cohesion of the U.S.-led coalition. 

The effect of coalition problems varies by context. In Allied Force, they were substan-

tial. In Enduring Freedom, they had far less influence, in part because the United States

did not accept many offers of assistance. With fewer coalition members, the United States

had fewer constraints on its operations. But Enduring Freedom may well be the exception.

The common denominator among these lessons from previous coalition operations is

that they cannot be resolved and thus must be managed. The inherent tension between

military objectives and political realities will not disappear. Nor will technology gaps and

coalition shortcomings in deployment and sustainment capabilities. It is unlikely that

potential partners will expend the resources required to close these gaps. Even if the politi-

cal will existed to make such expenditures, it would take decades to gain the capabilities.

Thus, the challenge of coalition war will remain with the Army for the foreseeable future.

What the Future May Bring

The challenges of coalition warfare are substantial now, and Arroyo research suggests that

they will only grow as the Army pursues its transformation objectives. Compared with the

Army’s transformation plans, the modernization plans of the most capable U.S. partners

are not as robust. The primary disparity will be in the areas of command, control, com-

munications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems.

Transformation plans call for much of the information passed among Army units to be in

digital format, typically downloaded from a tactical internet. 

The drawbacks of incompatibility with this system are obvious. In a fast-paced opera-

tion that depends on all units sharing a common view of the battlefield, units without

access to that information will inevitably slow up U.S. units or, worse, possibly mistake

them for enemy formations. Close coordination of attacks will also be more difficult with

units that cannot interface with the U.S. communication systems. 

What Should the Army Do?

The Army should take two types of action to address the problems of fighting in coali-

tions. One is a collection of immediate actions it can take to address specific problem

areas. These could be relatively low-cost efforts that yield a high payoff. The other is a

series of actions to improve the Army International Activities (IA) programs. 

Immediate Actions

As a first step, the Army should consider institutionalizing the liaison function. Liaison

teams may be an imperfect solution, but they work reasonably well. Trained and equipped

specifically for liaison duties, they could perform even better. Since coalition operations

seem likely to continue and the Army will need to provide liaison teams, the cost in man-

power and equipment must be paid in any event, so effectiveness argues for separately

resourced teams rather than diverting them from other assignments on an ad hoc basis for

each new operation. As the Army moves toward the future force, its ability to spare people

will decline as it tries to do more with less. Some teams need to be in the active compo-
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nent to respond to short-notice demands. But the bulk of them could be placed in the

reserve components, where they could train to operate with specific allies and be activated

as needed. 

Another low-cost action would be to include realistic coalition participation in

wargames. Army wargames routinely involve coalition forces, but Arroyo research shows

that the play does not always pose realistic challenges. For instance, play assumes that

allies will provide requested forces and not limit their use. The recent difficulty in involv-

ing other countries in Operation Iraqi Freedom suggests how unlikely that scenario is.

The argument routinely advanced is that introducing complex coalition issues into

wargames will prevent the players from accomplishing important game objectives. How-

ever, without realistic play, participants risk learning the wrong lessons and developing

capabilities and operating concepts that will not work with allies. A straightforward solu-

tion is to invite allies to play themselves in wargames. 

A third action is to incorporate support for partners into transformation planning. An

important transformation goal is to reduce the amount of logistics support that accompa-

nies deployed units, relying instead on providing support from afar and focused logistics.

These same principles could be used to support allied forces, but their logistics needs

must be factored into the planning so that lift requirements reflect their needs as well as

those of U.S. forces. This requirement extends to deployment capability because many

potential coalition partners lack the capability of deploying themselves. 

Another body of Arroyo research, The Army and Multinational Force Compatibility,
suggests that if security cooperation with a particular country promises to be long term, 

it makes sense to address incompatibilities in a more fundamental way. This approach

would include combined training and development of common doctrine, routine com-

mand post exercises, combined research and development, and intelligence-sharing proto-

cols. Some of these arrangements can be quite complex and take time to institute, so the

relationship would have to be relatively enduring to justify the effort. However, this

approach is the most effective way to achieve compatibility among different forces. 

Improving International Activities Programs

International activities (IA) include such things as military-to-military contacts, interna-

tional military education and training, exchange visits, and the like. All aim at increasing

the familiarity of U.S. forces with those of potential partners (and vice versa) and engen-

dering goodwill and working relationships. They include diverse activities and involve 

different elements of the U.S. government, including the State Department, the Office of

the Secretary of Defense, and the combatant commands. Improving such activities is a

two-pronged task: building better mechanisms to administer and monitor international

activities, and developing a long-term plan to guide those activities. 

At present, it is virtually impossible for the Army to gather detailed knowledge about

the resources devoted to international activities.9 This reduces the visibility of such activi-

ties in the planning, programming, and budget execution process, making it difficult to
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coordinate efforts. It also makes it virtually impossible to evaluate program results. This in

turn hampers the Army’s ability to make effective tradeoffs among IA programs. 

The root cause of the problem is the absence of an effective planning process, a sine

qua non of effective management. To correct this problem will require collection and

analysis of data on funding of such activities. However, without better mechanisms, it is

difficult to know which programs are succeeding, which are not, and which are over- or

underemphasized. Conceivably, an international activities information system akin to the

Theater Security Cooperation Plan Management Information System may provide com-

batant commanders the information they need about international activities. Existing

information tools cover most of the activities that contribute to enhancing the capabilities

for operating with forces from other countries, e.g., officer exchanges, exercises, and mili-

tary education and training. Thus they could be mined for information necessary to man-

age the overall program. 

While one stream of Arroyo projects has focused on determining the costs of the

Army’s international activities, another has sought to highlight the contributions of IA to

the National Military Strategy, the DoD Security Cooperation Guidance, and The Army

Plan (TAP)—the effectiveness side of the equation. It begins by establishing the connec-

tion between Army IA programs and the U.S. government’s current strategy for security

cooperation. It then provides a matrix of eight IA “ends,” derived from top-level national

and Army guidance, and eight IA “ways,” which summarize the various capabilities inher-

ent in IA programs. It then develops a method for linking IA “ends” and “ways” that

involves a theoretical rationale for security cooperation, selection criteria for IA “output”

and “outcome” indicators, and related measures of performance and effectiveness. The

research also proposes a reporting tool that could be used to solicit assessment data from

program managers and higher-level IA officials. 

The second prong of the strategy, described in Improving Army Planning for Future
Multinational Coalition Operations, involves devising a long-term plan to guide IA activ-

ities. The responsibilities of the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army IA have been 

dispersed among the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Acquisition, Logistics, and Tech-

nology), the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, G-3, and the Deputy Chief of Staff 

for Intelligence, G-2, and they would have to coordinate in the development of such a

plan. However, the fact remains that the Army needs a long-term blueprint of what it

wants to accomplish with its IA programs. Arroyo researchers recommend a four-step

process that accomplishes the following:

• identifies the most likely coalition partners

• provides a means for identifying shortcomings

• links specific policies to the shortcomings

• allows for cost-effectiveness assessments.

Implementation of this process could make it possible to integrate the Army’s force

planning activities with those of allies or likely partners. The end result would be a more

efficient and effective implementation of the international activities program and, ulti-

mately, more effective coordination on the battlefield. ■
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Units that fought in Operation Iraqi Freedom were aided while on the move by

digital information about friendly and enemy forces drawn from a network of

systems. This sophisticated network gave them an enormous advantage, enabling

them to react faster, target enemy formations, and outmaneuver their adversaries. This

system—a system of systems, really—did not appear overnight. Rather, it is the result of 

a series of programs that the Army has carried out over the last decade and commonly

referred to as “digitization,” including the Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below

system (FBCB2), the Army Battle Command System, and the Global Command and

Control System Army. Digitization is important to an expeditionary army not only

because of the better operational picture and combat capability it provides, but also

because it provides access to intelligence assets and communications links that do not

have to be moved into the theater. RAND Arroyo Center has been working closely with

the Army for this entire period, and its research has addressed several important issues.

Background

The C4ISR Problem

Establishing communications for a modern, expeditionary Army poses several challenges.

The most basic one is that the network has to move to the theater of operations and then

move around the theater once there. Most places where the United States can anticipate

fighting have a sparse communications infrastructure, so no network exists that U.S.

forces can simply plug into. Furthermore, as suggested by Arroyo research documented in

Fundamental Research Policy for the Digital Battlefield, commercial wireless systems do not

answer—and are not likely to answer—the Army’s requirements. Commercial networks

depend on a fixed supporting infrastructure of base stations connected by high-speed

trunk lines, hardly something the Army can take with it. 

The Army’s C4ISR (command, control, communications, computers, intelligence,

surveillance, and reconnaissance) system must also address user needs that change con-

stantly. Mobile forces disperse widely across the battlefield, creating a need for a com-

mand and control network while on the move. Units at the lowest tactical level need

digital connectivity so they can receive intelligence from an array of systems, some of

which do not belong to the Army. Indeed, the Army has to develop its systems so that 

it can operate more seamlessly with the other services. 

Yet another challenge is the need to develop and disseminate information in forms

that differ widely from traditional ones: high-volume imagery and data transfer and video

teleconferences. 

All of this results in a C4ISR system that connects users while spread apart and 

moving but does not require a lot of equipment to be installed in theater. This translates

to a need for soldiers with handheld equipment and facilities around the globe. The 
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system also needs to deliver real-time information, especially about intelligence and target-

ing. And it needs to be secure. Yet, for all that, it must also link with forces from other

countries, since in almost all conflicts the United States will be working with allies and

friends.

C4ISR Solutions

Meeting these needs will require the ability to establish a network among mobile ground

forces using a network architecture that can be established in short order and changed 

easily as needed. This means, among other things, tapping into satellites and developing

new radios with the necessary frequencies and bandwidths. It also means developing bat-

tle command systems that are compatible with the new equipment and that can process

information in the volume and form required. 

Arroyo Center Research

Arroyo Center research on C4ISR falls into two broad areas. Some of it addresses funda-

mental conceptual issues such as how information technology could apply to military

operations and what that might imply for doctrine, tactics, force structure, and equip-

ment. A second body of research has addressed the specific communications systems: the

architectures, the bandwidth required and how to achieve it, etc.

Conceptual Work

As early as 1993, Arroyo researchers met with members of the U.S. Army to discuss 

ways that the exploding capabilities of information technology might be applied to 

land warfare. Early efforts focused on concepts rather than systems and hardware. The 

so-called revolution in business affairs provided the model, and Army officers and Arroyo

researchers explored ways in which the Army might foster a parallel revolution in military

affairs. Some of Arroyo’s early conceptual work appeared in Information Technologies 
and the Future of Land Warfare. It described how businesses were breaking up rigid hier-

archical structures in favor of flatter organizations structured around functional teams 

that carried out key processes. Management provided authority and resources, and process

teams executed, sharing information across the corporation. 

While the rewards were great, the path was not always clear or easy to follow. Some-

times technology was adopted for its own sake, not for its contribution to fundamental

processes. Sometimes core processes were misidentified. And changing people’s ideas and

practices—the corporate culture—proved difficult.

The Army had much in common with industry. It too faced new competitors, the 

old one having collapsed under its own weight. It also had a new global role, a new 

strategy, and new strategic partners. It had long since organized part of itself as a process

team—the combined arms team at company and battalion task force level. But other

processes were still hierarchical and, worse, stovepiped along service or intraservice lines.

The coordination of air power between the Army and the Air Force was a prime example. 

RAND Arroyo Center’s analysis suggested that information technology worked best

when accompanied by organizational change. Much less value accrued when it was simply

overlaid on old processes. Indeed, sometimes that approach made things worse. Effective
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organizational change required shrewd analysis of processes to identify the key ones. It

also required both flexible people and flexible equipment. 

Arroyo analysts worked with the Army to identify six concepts for organizing and

operating with new and robust information technologies: 

• Soldiers as sensors: the idea that soldiers may be more valuable on the battlefield as 

sensors than as weapons.

• Information carousel: the idea that information may be treated as a commodity that 

all can draw on or contribute to as necessary.

• Agile defense/lodgment: the idea that holding territory may be less important than its 

selective use.

• Network Army: the idea that the Army may not need to move many of its resources to 

bring them to bear on the battlefield.

• Franchised combat units: the idea that enhanced communications permit the efficient 

organization of smaller, more numerous, and more autonomous units, each with a span 

of control defined by its maximum weapons range.

• An Army of armies: the idea that the changing tasks of the Army may call for differ-

ently organized, trained, and equipped units rather than a “one soldier fits all” concept. 

Communications would facilitate putting different pieces together to address the 

demands of a given situation.

Several of these ideas either have come to pass, are in the process of being imple-

mented, or have been validated by recent combat experience. Most notably, in Operation

Enduring Freedom, small special operations forces detachments operating with Afghan

forces were able to bring devastating firepower to bear on enemy positions by providing

accurate target locations to aircraft equipped with precision munitions. 

Arroyo followed this conceptual work by examining the performance of units in

northwestern Europe in World War II and currently at the National Training Center.

High-performing units in World War II—at division and Army level—showed that they

appreciated the value of information by creating organizations specifically tasked to pro-

vide situational assessments directly to commanders. Information did not always flow

using established procedures and routes. Instead, information was directed to command-

ers who used flexible command and control relationships to improve the speed of deci-

sionmaking and increase the flexibility of forces.

Arroyo took advantage of its ongoing relationship with the National Training Center

to help identify characteristics of high-performance units. Looking over a year of rota-

tions, high-performance units were identified by measurable battlefield outcomes, and

observer-controllers and commanders were interviewed to identify distinguishing charac-

teristics. This analysis suggested that (1) commanders of high-performing units were

directly involved in seeking battlefield awareness, employing nontraditional procedures

and processes to gather information; (2) everybody in the unit understood the value of

information and became an information source and consumer; and (3) staffs were cross-

trained to appreciate the information needs of the entire staff. While all high-performing

units shared all of these characteristics, none implemented the concepts in the same way.

There is no single recipe to create a high-performing unit, but valuing and moving infor-

mation were features common to all.
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Another way that Arroyo helped the Army define new concepts enabled by the

advances in information technology was through its support to high-level Army war-

games. In Issues and Insights from the Army Technology Seminar Game, Arroyo researchers

pointed out that 32 of 142 systems supported more than one of the three major C4ISR

subsystems: transmission, collection, and user. This interrelation, they noted, called for

integrated development of systems. They also recommended that the Army monitor com-

mercial development of information technology closely but exercise caution in adopting

it, since it frequently lacks the robustness needed for military operations. 

Systems Work

One of the major issues confronting the Army as it seeks to integrate information tech-

nology at all echelons is bandwidth: what is required and what is available. The rapid,

high-volume data exchange inherent in the Army’s concept of situational awareness

requires substantial bandwidth—essentially the size of the communications pipeline—

without which data clogs develop, causing the system either to drop the information or

deliver it too late to be useful. Much of the data transmitted—current enemy and friendly

location, for example—are transient. Left too long in the pipeline, they become useless or,

worse, counterproductive (for instance, dated information can lead friendly units to fire

on each other). Currently, the demand for bandwidth exceeds supply, and that situation is

likely to continue as the appetite for information increases and the form of that data (e.g.,

graphics) demands still more bandwidth. 

Arroyo researchers have addressed this problem in Future Army Bandwidth Needs 
and Capabilities and suggested several ways for the Army to deal with it. It is possible to

increase the capacity of the links, that is, make the pipe bigger. Techniques include using a

higher portion of the frequency spectrum, employing directional antennas, and managing

the spectrum dynamically to facilitate its reuse. It is also possible to route traffic more 

efficiently, essentially increasing the bandwidth available. Yet another technique involves

modifying the applications used. These largely determine the volume and timing of a lot

of the information that moves over the network. Adjusting the demands of these applica-

tions—by compressing them, for example—can reduce network demand significantly. 

However, technological solutions only go so far. Barring a major technological break-

through, the Army must also manage its networks better. Assigning priorities to types of

traffic, for instance, can speed up the delivery of important information. All involved in

the network, users and designers alike, must understand that bandwidth, like fuel or

ammunition, is an important combat resource and needs to be managed accordingly. 

Army units today face a dilemma. On the one hand, they need to be able to deploy

rapidly, and having fewer things to deploy helps them do that. On the other hand, the

lowest-level units need to have the equipment that enables them to gain access to the 

tactical network so that they can share the common operational picture with all other

units. Clearly, that equipment cannot be bulky or require elaborate maintenance support.

Furthermore, units have to be able to operate with only minimal intelligence and plan-

ning staffs. 

Arroyo researchers are developing analytic tools that enable them to assess the validity

of the hypothesis about the critical nature of the common operational picture and how

bandwidth availability affects combat outcomes. These tools can also provide insight into
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the nature of the architecture required. Preliminary research results are intriguing. Prom-

ising options exist for improving the performance of the network associated with the

Future Combat Systems by connecting to vertical nodes, i.e., unmanned aircraft acting as

communications relays. Limiting the updates of the common operational picture to once

every ten seconds (compared with once every second) can dramatically improve the per-

formance of the land network without substantially degrading combat performance. Fur-

thermore, given the large area of operations envisioned for future forces and the limited

capability at lower-level units to fuse intelligence information, a substantial centralized

fusion capability seems necessary. 

The Way Ahead

Looking to the future, Army C4ISR systems need better connectivity to the other serv-

ices, to the forces of allies and other nations, and to the nongovernmental organizations

that are playing an increasingly important role in peace and stability operations. Informa-

tion assurance continues to be an issue and will become even more important as networks

proliferate. ■
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Army Stationing and Rotation Policy
W. Michael Hix, J. Michael Polich, Thomas F. Lippiatt  •

DB-421-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB421

This publication documents a briefing prepared in

April 1997 for the senior Army leadership. The

analysis reflects conditions and military posture that

were current at that time. The Army had requested

analysis of a possible policy change, in which the

United States would maintain as much of its for-

ward presence in Europe as feasible by rotating units

from CONUS rather than by permanently station-

ing them in Europe. The study aimed to identify

the most important adjustments that would be nec-

essary and to assess the feasibility and potential costs

associated with the change. Results indicated that 

it was feasible to rotate units covering about 40 per-

cent of the European force structure. The policy

would reduce PCS (permanent change of station)

move rates for specialties in the rotating units (pri-

marily for junior personnel), but it would increase

family separation because soldiers would deploy

without their families during the six-month rota-

tions. It would also require initial construction costs

of more than $700 million; however, those costs

would be offset by recurring annual savings in the

range of $200–350 million. The briefing also dis-

cusses effects on training and readiness, such as

amount of training time available between rotations,

turnover of brigades within divisions, and incom-

patibility of equipment between Europe and

CONUS locations.

Alternative Futures and Their Implications for 
Army Modernization
John Gordon IV, Brian Nichiporuk  • DB-395-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB395

As it carries out its long-term force structure and

modernization plans, one useful approach for the

Army to take is based on the analysis of “alternative

futures.” Having developed several plausible alter-

native futures (looking out roughly 25 years), the

authors describe each one’s possible implications for

the Army’s likely missions and the forces required

for those missions, discussing the effect on Army

modernization plans. The futures range from a

benign, relatively peaceful world all the way to a

dangerous, chaotic one containing many “failed

states.” The research indicated that the creation of

medium forces was a good long-range strategy for

the Army, since those forces appeared to be relevant

in many of the possible futures. Traditional heavy

forces were found to be useful in a limited number

of the possible futures and should therefore receive

relatively fewer modernization resources. Army avia-

tion appeared to be applicable to most futures, but

there could be a need to shift the balance from

attack-type aviation to transport aircraft, depending

on which future appeared more likely. In all cases,

increased C4ISR seemed to be a very important

capability. Even within that category, however, there

might be a need to focus C4ISR resources in differ-

ent ways. For example, in some futures, there would

be a need to stress unconventional operations in

urban areas rather than systems more applicable to

locating conventional enemy forces in open terrain.
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Combat Service Support Transformation: 
Emerging Strategies for Making the Power 
Projection Army a Reality
Eric Peltz, John M. Halliday, Steven L. Hartman  •

DB-425-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB425

The Army has embarked on a transformation effort

to make rapid, decisive power projection capabilities

a reality. Transforming CSS is essential if this trans-

formation is to succeed. This briefing (1) describes the

five strategies that the CSS community is applying

to reach the CSS transformation power projection

goals of reduced footprint and faster deployment

times; (2) presents metrics for assessing progress

toward these goals; (3) uses these metrics to evaluate

the effect of CSS initiatives executed to date; and

(4) reviews the initiatives that have been identified

as necessary to employ the identified strategies. 

The five strategies are spartan support in maneuver

units, use of distribution-based logistics, improved

deployment capabilities, forward positioning, and

demand reduction. Spartan support, distribution-

based logistics, and demand reduction concepts

have been applied to Stryker Brigade Combat Team

(SBCT) and division designs, producing cuts of

about 50 percent in SBCT footprint and deployment

times, as well as smaller reductions at the division

level. The authors note, however, that these designs

are still being refined; some of the requirements that

will enable spartan support and distribution-based

logistics to provide the intended operational capa-

bilities are still being fully developed, resourced, and

implemented.

Conserving the Future Force Fighting Strength:
Findings from the Army Medical Department
Transformation Workshops 2002
David E. Johnson, Gary Cecchine • MG-103-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MG/MG103

The Army is in the process of transforming itself

and is developing new operational concepts and

technologies to enable this transformation. The

Army Medical Department (AMEDD) has been

deeply involved in

the overall Army

transformation

effort since its

inception, and it has

identified opera-

tional medicine

issues whose resolu-

tion will be critical

to its ability to sup-

port the Army of

the future. The pur-

pose of this research was to develop a method to

assess these issues and further investigate a subset of

them. RAND Arroyo Center designed and con-

ducted a series of workshops in which AMEDD

experts determined likely outcomes for individual

casualties resulting from an Army simulation of its

future force. It was concluded that in this particular

simulation, the structure and concepts postulated

for the evacuation and treatment of future force

combat casualties were overwhelmed by eight hours

of relatively low-intensity combat.

Designing Assessments of Microworld Training for
Combat Service Support Staff
Susan Strauss, Valerie Williams, John R. Bondanella,
David Oaks, Emile Ettedqui • MR-1759-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1759

This monograph summarizes and extends RAND

research on process-oriented training for Army com-

bat service support (CSS) command and control

(C2). RAND developed and piloted an approach to

CSS C2 training involving new training structure,

content, and methods. The goals of the training

were to emphasize a proactive approach to materiel

distribution, enable trainees to understand the

dynamic complexity of distribution management,

and use teaching methods that enable transfer of

knowledge and skills to field operations. To achieve

these goals, the authors used microworld models,

which give trainees the opportunity to formulate

courses of action and understand how their actions

affect the operation and related system components.
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The authors summarize the results of research that

investigated the effectiveness of microworld training.

In brief, the results show that while content knowl-

edge improved after training, the gains appeared to

be modest. The observed increment in performance

could have been due to the content and structure 

of the test, which may not have captured learners’

knowledge. The authors therefore offer recommenda-

tions to assess learning outcomes based on a model

that uses a multidimensional, objective approach 

to measuring learning and includes cognitive, skill-

based, and affective measures at multiple points in

time. In addition to offering a comprehensive set of

evaluation measures, this approach can pinpoint

specific aspects of the training that are problematic.

The authors also propose changing the mode of

training and test administration to a personal com-

puter, which will enhance efficiency, facilitate train-

ing at a distance, and enable learning on demand.

Finally, the authors recommend providing incentives

for the CSS centers and schools with responsibility

for a function to assist the field units in developing

training and assessing training effectiveness.

The Effects of Equipment Age on Mission-Critical
Failure Rates: A Study of M1 Tanks
Eric Peltz, Lisa Colabella, Brian Williams, Patricia
Boren • MR-1789-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1789

Military budget lim-

its in the late 1990s

and the timeline for

the Army’s next gen-

eration of weapon

systems have

resulted in the aging

of many of the

Army’s fleets and

projected service life

extensions. There is

a widespread belief

that the increases in fleet age will create readiness

and cost problems. The Army is executing recapital-

ization programs to rebuild or upgrade selected

weapon systems in order to retain combat capabili-

ties and hold down maintenance costs. To aid in

that effort, this research assesses the effects of age on

mission-critical failure rates for M1 Abrams tanks.

Results suggest that tank age is a significant predic-

tor of M1 mission-critical failures, as are usage and

location. The aging effect is estimated at a 3 to 7

percent increase in tank failures per year of age,

about a doubling of the failure rate, over the first 14

years of a tank’s life. The magnitude and pattern of

aging effects were found to differ across tank subsys-

tems, revealing that a distinct subset of components

contributes to the aging effects. These parts are the

best candidates for replacement with like compo-

nents in rebuild efforts. Other components emerge

as readiness and/or cost drivers, whether or not a

tank is new or old, indicating the need for reliability

upgrade initiatives rather than simple replacement

with new parts. These findings should help quantify

the value of Abrams recapitalization efforts and sug-

gest potential subsystems to target in those efforts

with regard to both rebuild and upgrade.

Evaluation of the Low Back Pain Practice 
Guideline Implementation in the Army Medical
Department
Donna O. Farley, Georges Vernez, Will Nicholas, 
Elaine S. Quiter, George J. Dydek, Suzanne Pieklik,
Shan Cretin • MR-1758-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1758

RAND is helping

the Army Medical

Department to

develop and test

methods to imple-

ment clinical prac-

tice guidelines in the

Army treatment

facilities to achieve

consistent and qual-

ity clinical care prac-

tices across the

Army health system. This report presents the final

results of the evaluation that RAND conducted as
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part of the demonstration for the low back pain

practice guideline conducted in 1999 and 2000.

The evaluation includes (1) a process evaluation of

the experiences of the participating military/medical

treatment facilities (MTFs) and (2) a quantitative

evaluation to assess effects on processes of care asso-

ciated with the introduction of best practices rec-

ommended by the practice guideline. Guided by the

experiences of the low back pain demonstration as

well as the subsequent asthma and diabetes guide-

line demonstrations, a corporate implementation

strategy emerged that was found to be an effective

and efficient approach for practice guideline imple-

mentation in the Army Medical Department. Con-

tinuous quality improvement techniques served well

in planning and carrying out the implementation

steps: (1) preparation of a realistic action plan by

each MTF that defines a focused strategy and sets of

actions to introduce the guideline and to change

clinic procedures (where needed), (2) performance of

the defined actions by designated staff, (3) ongoing

monitoring of progress in making intended practice

changes through the actions undertaken, and (4)

adjustment of action strategies in response to moni-

toring findings. This process is based on the recog-

nition that quality improvement involves a series 

of manageable, incremental steps, each of which

builds on previous steps over time to achieve con-

tinual improvements in health care processes and

outcomes.

Examining the Army’s Future Warrior: Force-on-
Force Simulation of Candidate Technologies
Randall Steeb, John Matsumura, Paul Steinberg,
Tom Herbert, Phyllis Kantar, Patrick Bogue  •

MG-140-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MG/MG140

This monograph summarizes work performed dur-

ing a quick-response analytic effort in support of

the 2001 Army Science Board Summer Study on

Objective Force Soldier, along with subsequent

efforts in related areas. The purpose of the research

was to explore and assess technology options for

future dismounted soldiers that could improve mis-

sion effectiveness and reduce casualties. Options

examined included the objective individual combat

weapon (OICW, a rifle and precision explosive

round combination, now designated the XM-29),

improved body armor, better sensors, the use of

small unguided vehicles in support of operations,

links to indirect fires, and signature-reduction tech-

niques. The work used high-resolution constructive

simulation (based on Janus and associated models)

to examine these options, with the modeling taking

place in the 2015–2020 time frame. The primary

scenario employed was a highly stressing mission

involving a dismounted attack on an enemy posi-

tion in complex terrain. The central findings were

that soldier effectiveness and survivability could be

moderately improved by individual systems (such as

the OICW, body armor, and links to indirect fire),

but significant improvements resulted only from

applications of combined systems. 

Future Army Bandwidth Needs and Capabilities
Isaac Porche III, Leland Joe • MG-156-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MG/MG156

Bandwidth becomes increasingly critical to the

Army as it migrates to a knowledge-centric con-

struct. To the user, high bandwidth is useful because

it supports high-volume data exchange, short delays,

and high assurance of connectivity. Communica-

tions networks, however, face severe scaling issues as

the number of network participants increases. This

results in a shortage of bandwidth, or network

capacity. New technologies, commercial and mili-

tary, will continue to increase bandwidth availability

to mobile users, but demand will most likely con-

tinue to exceed supply. This RAND Arroyo Center

research examines the Army’s projected demands for

communications capacity and assesses the potential

for improvements using such techniques as higher

frequencies, more efficient routing protocols, the

addition of a vertical node, and improving opera-

tional management of the network.
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The Global War on Terrorism: An Early Look at
Implications for the Army
Bruce Nardulli • DB-416-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB416

When the global war on terrorism became the

nation’s top priority, how did it affect the U.S.

Army’s other longstanding commitments? How

should the Army adjust to the altered landscape?

The author here summarizes the thoughts of a

group of RAND Arroyo Center researchers who

found five main demands that the Army must be

able to meet: increased deployments, a broader

range of capabilities, greater use of the transforma-

tion process to meet these goals, high demand for

scarce skills, and a more flexible overseas basing

structure. The author explores ways to meet each 

of these demands while not neglecting the Army’s

other commitments.

The Impact of Equipment Availability and 
Reliability on Mission Outcomes: An Initial Look
Charles T. Kelley  • DB-423-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB423

This documented briefing describes an initial effort

to gain insights into how the availability and relia-

bility of Army equipment affect ground combat

results and to assess the consequent implications for

current and future forces. Combat results were gen-

erated using the Janus model, a force-on-force simu-

lation. For the purposes of this effort, Janus was

modified to take into account equipment availabil-

ity before an engagement begins and equipment

failures during the engagement. The principal sce-

nario used was a forced entry by U.S. forces into

Kosovo to neutralize Serbian forces and to stop eth-

nic cleansing. A second scenario based in Poland

was used to check the broader applicability of

results from the Kosovo scenario. The legacy force

issues addressed include the effect of equipment

availability and reliability on a unit’s combat capa-

bility, including a comparison with results derived

from Lanchester theory; the effects of combat aging;

and the potential contribution from rebuilding

equipment. The future force issue addressed was the

comparative contributions of improved equipment

supportability relative to other combat-enhancing

characteristics such as the use of robotics.

Managing Complexity During Military Urban
Operations: Visualizing the Elephant
Russell W. Glenn  • DB-430-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB430

The complexity that characterizes modern urban

operations combines with a perceived intolerance of

military casualties to make actions in cities among

the most difficult missions that U.S. armed forces

will undertake. This study proposes a new planning

approach that employs identification of critical

points—the essential elements of the urban area’s

physical and demographic terrain—along with the

notion of density—the quantity of elements and

activities within the urban space—to aid military

personnel in their efforts to overcome the complex-

ity. Integrating this approach with the traditional

command estimate process should assist the planner

in determining how best to allocate a command’s

ever-scarce resources.

Options for Managing the Army’s Arsenals and
Ammunition Plants
W. Michael Hix, David Oaks, Bruce Held, Edward
Keating, Michael Hynes, John R. Bondanella •

DB-353-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB353

The U.S. Army retains organic facilities to provide 

a significant part of its ordnance materiel and

ammunition. What should the future hold for these

16 facilities—five of them government-owned, 

government-operated, the rest government-owned,

contractor-operated? This briefing looked at four

options (in addition to maintaining the status quo):

privatization, creating a federal government corpo-

ration, consolidation, and recapitalization. After 

balancing the pros and cons of each, the authors

concluded that all four were feasible and that a

mixed strategy probably offered the best possibility

for achieving the Army’s aims.
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Speed and Power: Toward an Expeditionary Army
Eric Peltz, John M. Halliday, Aimee Bower  •

MR-1755-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1755

This monograph

explores ways in

which the Army

might improve its

ability to contribute

to the prompt, global

power-projection

capability of the

United States, that

is, the strategic

responsiveness of

early-entry forces in

situations where time is critical. Focusing on the

Army’s new Stryker Brigade Combat Team, the

report begins by analyzing options, given existing

technology, for improving the deployment time of

Army units. Then it examines how the Army might

improve its ability to facilitate the rapid-deployment

of joint, mission-tailored packages of capabilities. In

essence, there are two problems: initiating deploy-

ment of the right force capabilities and then getting

these capabilities where they need to be as quickly

as possible. Specific opportunities examined in the

report include forward basing, new concepts in

prepositioning, significant but often underappreci-

ated opportunities in process improvement, and

speeding the delivery of initial operating capabilities

through deployment phasing and improved plan-

ning. Further, the research offers an approach for

leveraging force modularity concepts to transition to

a capabilities-based rapid mission force-tailoring

construct.

The Strategic Distribution System in Support of
Operation Enduring Freedom
Marc Robbins, Patricia Boren, Kristin Leuschner •

DB-428-USTC/DLA
http://www.rand.org/publications/DB/DB428

In early 2000, leaders of the U.S. Transportation

Command (TRANSCOM) and the Defense Logis-

tics Agency (DLA) agreed to embark jointly on the

“Strategic Distribution” program (SD) as a means 

to streamline and improve significant elements of

the Defense distribution system, and thereby deliver

more reliable and cost-effective service to DoD

forces and organizations in the United States and

around the globe. For over a year and a half, SD

teams made considerable progress in enhancing the

underlying structure of the Defense distribution 

system and improving service through a series of

rolling implementations. In 2001, Operation Endur-

ing Freedom (OEF) posed a demanding challenge

to the Defense distribution system and tested the

principles and strategies that were being imple-

mented. SD’s main goal of providing fast, reliable

service to its worldwide customers had to be met in

a new environment in which vital resources, usually

devoted to moving cargo to worldwide military

units, were pulled away for months at a time to sup-

port other war-related missions, while forces were

deployed to new bases at the far ends of the globe.

This documented briefing seeks to explain the multi-

stranded story of SD, discussing why a significant

change was needed in Defense distribution, how SD

sought to transform the system, and how well that

system met the challenge of OEF.

Unexploded Ordnance: A Critical Review of Risk
Assessment Methods
Jacqueline MacDonald, Debra Knopman, J.R. Lock-
wood, Gary Cecchine, Henry Willis • MR-1674-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1674

Within the bound-

aries of former mili-

tary bases in the

United States, unex-

ploded ordnance is

causing increasing

concern. Although

civilian fatalities from

UXO explosions on

U.S. soil have been

rare, the risk of such

accidents could
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increase as more closed bases are transferred from

military to civilian control. The authors evaluate the

technical soundness of existing methods for assess-

ing risks of UXO at military installations. To con-

duct the review, the authors identified the different

purposes that UXO risk-assessment methods must

serve. They surveyed risk-assessment literature to

establish the criteria that a sound method should

satisfy. These criteria were peer-reviewed by leading

experts in risk assessment and modified accordingly.

The authors then reviewed available written infor-

mation about existing UXO risk-assessment meth-

ods, tested accompanying software when available,

and discussed the methods with their developers.

Finally, they surveyed other selected federal agencies

that manage risks to determine whether these agen-

cies might have risk-assessment methods that could

be applied to UXO sites. The study concludes that

none of the available UXO risk-assessment methods

sufficiently satisfies the criteria for technical sound-

ness or meets all the needs for UXO risk assessment.

It recommends a path forward for UXO risk assess-

ment, based on available methods from other agen-

cies and lessons learned from previous efforts to

develop UXO risk-assessment tools.

Urban Combat Service Support Operations: 
The Shoulders of Atlas
Russell W. Glenn, Steven L. Hartman, Scott Gerwehr  •

MR-1717-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1717

Operations in urban

areas pose specific

challenges for U.S.

Army combat serv-

ice support (CSS)—

which is responsible

for arming, man-

ning, sustaining,

and otherwise sup-

porting these opera-

tions. This report

gives an overview of

these tasks and ways in which the CSS community

can prepare itself to meet them. The authors con-

ducted literature reviews and interviews, and they

drew on extensive prior research. Findings fall into

two broad categories: (1) functional-area specific,

applying exclusively to arming, manning, sustain-

ing, moving, fixing, force protection, and selected

other areas; and (2) those with broader application.

Under the latter, the limited availability of many

CSS assets will encourage their central management.

Commanders will therefore have to consider

weighting front-line units with such low-density

assets or keeping them centralized for dispatch as

needed. CSS resources will require the same com-

mand, control, and communications capabilities as

other units. Additionally, CSS drivers and others

throughout the area of operations are a potentially

vital and traditionally underused source of intelli-

gence. Attrition and consumption rates tend to be

much higher than is elsewhere experienced.

Demands on CSS units will be exceptional even

during operations in which combat plays no role.

The U.S. Army and the New National Security
Strategy
Lynn E. Davis and Jeremy Shapiro (eds.)  • MR-1657-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1657

How is the U.S.

Army changing to

fulfill its role in light

of the new national

security strategy?

How must it change

further to better

accomplish its mani-

fold and varied mis-

sions? How did the

attacks of September

11, 2001, alter or

accelerate the need

for change? Is the Army’s far-reaching program for

change known as the Army Transformation on the

right track? Fourteen RAND analysts with broad

experience in strategic and Army planning have
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undertaken to answer these questions. In this book,

the authors use nine chapters to examine the Army’s

role in the following areas: the offensive war on ter-

rorism; the Army’s homeland security needs; the

implications for the Army of the increase in empha-

sis on the Asia-Pacific region; the Army’s role in

coalition operations; the unfinished business of

jointness; the lessons to be learned from recent

Army operations and how the Army can better pre-

pare for the future; the Army’s deployment, logisti-

cal, and personnel challenges; and whether the

Army can afford the Transformation as currently

envisaged. These chapters are bracketed by a concise

introduction, a description of the new national

security strategy and the Army’s place in it, and a

succinct summary of the authors’ conclusions. This

book is nothing less than a call for the Army to

change and a prescription for what needs to be done.

Vertical Envelopment and the Future Transport
Rotorcraft: Operational Considerations for the
Objective Force
Jon Grossman, David Rubenson, William Sollfrey,
Brett Steele • MR-1713-A
http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR1713

The Future Trans-

port Rotorcraft

(FTR) is a proposed

heavy-lift helicopter

capable of transport-

ing the Army’s

Future Combat Sys-

tems (FCS) family

of combat vehicles.

Wargame and simu-

lation models have

shown significant

benefit to the military if the FCS can be deployed

behind enemy lines in a concept known as “vertical

envelopment.” Preliminary analysis indicates that

the FTR must transport a 20-ton payload to a

radius of 500 kilometers in an all-vertical mode.

The authors review RAND Arroyo Center’s analysis

of the engineering, operational, and survivability

risks associated with the FTR. The research shows

that the success of the FDR’s development depends

upon engineers being able to surpass a wide range

of historical trends in the design of rotorcraft tech-

nology. Further, survivability concerns imply that

the FTR will not have free range on the battlefield

and that operational flexibility will have to be

reduced to ensure survivability. The authors recom-

mend that studies of FTR design remain open to a

wide range of options, including alternatives to

rotorcraft. They further argue that the FTR would

address only one aspect of the Army’s overall prob-

lem in rapidly deploying the FCS from home sta-

tion to the battlefield. ■
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